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The leopard is an elusive
gem for South African
safari treasure seekers.
Credit: Teagan Cunniffe

Find the river
There’s a beautiful REM song called Find the River. That sounded like
a good first line in my head; now I am going to have to do my best
to extract a link... Here goes: the lyrics are often bizarre, but there’s
a soulful something in the way frontman Michael Stipe sings the title
lyric; a yearning that anyone who’s sought something meaningful will
understand. The ‘river’ could become any number of things – love,
financial security, peace of mind or a million other options.
May sees tour operators and travel professionals descend on
Durban for the annual Africa’s Travel Indaba exhibition and it is in the
month in which South Africans go to the polls. Both are mechanisms
that allow people the possibility of getting to a more exciting place
than they’re currently in. Needless to say, one of these options is
almost certainly more likely to result in success in that context,
which is why there’s a greater chance of your being on your way to
a beautiful destination than to a voting station as you read this. And
why spotting a leopard in Sabi Sands or being present at an intimate
– and slightly macabre – cultural event in Madagascar sounds like a
better day out than a few hours spent in a queue at the community
centre down the road, which smells of dust and stale sweat.
But let’s hold on to hope (to paraphrase another few songs) when it
comes to our less glamorous responsibilities this month. Make your
mark. Then go and find the river.
Bruce Dennill
Editor
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Discover our BIG 5

Planning a safari in Southern Africa? Airlink’s wide network and choice of
flights connect you to our region’s most popular destinations. Experience an
African bush safari in the Sabi Sand, Timbavati, or the adjoining private game
reserves. Fly Airlink to the iconic Skukuza Airport or Hoedspruit, or travel
beyond from Nelspruit KMIA to explore Livingstone and the Victoria Falls.
Airlink will get you there direct. Safari in Botswana? Airlink connects you to
the Okavango Delta or Chobe, with direct services from Johannesburg and
Cape Town to Maun and Kasane.

flyairlink.com

@fly_airlink
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400 million years

The amount of time for which sharks have
existed, according to the fossil record.

their meals, while racking up
40,000 steps could earn them
a whopping 45% discount on
that day. The Chinese messaging
app WeChat has the function
of monitoring and recording
users' physical movements.
All students need to do to
claim their prize is show the
activity record on their phones
to canteen staff. The news
report has been liked by tens of
thousands of people on Weibo
– China's equivalent of Twitter.
Source: bbc.com

HEALTH

Save money, stay healthy
Zhejiang Gongshang University
in China has launched the
project ‘Trade walk for money’
with the idea that the more

steps students clock, the
bigger discount they get at the
university canteen, reports the
People's Daily. By reaching
10,000 steps on a given day,
students can enjoy 15% off

TRAVEL

Tambo the big winner
OR Tambo International Airport,
South Africa’s biggest and
busiest port of entry, was named

African Airport of the Year at the
Air Cargo Africa conference and
exhibition. This was the fourth
time the airport has won the
award. The Air Cargo Africa 2019
event in Ekurhuleni attracted
more than 80 international
exhibiting companies and more
than 3,000 trade visitors from 60
countries, including 30 African
nations. The awards honour
and recognise outstanding
achievements by leading cargo
logistics service providers.
Conference hosts Messe

1902

20%

The year in which the first
traffic ticket was issued.

München South Africa say this
year’s event was attended by
about 20 CEOs of global airlines
and air cargo companies.
Organisers say that what was
particularly different this year
was the level of attendance
by senior executives, which
is an indication of growing
interest in facilitating air cargobased trade with Africa.
Source: airports.co.za

TECHNOLOGY

Cyber-attackers on the
charge
While modern electric vehicles
are tested constantly for
vulnerabilities, some of their
essential accessories, such
as the battery chargers, often

remain neglected. Kaspersky
Lab experts have discovered
that electric vehicle chargers
supplied by a major vendor
carry vulnerabilities that can be
exploited by cyber-attackers,
and that the consequences of a
successful attack could include
damage to the home electricity
network. The researchers
found that, if compromised,
the connected charger could
cause a power overload that
would take down the network
it was connected to, causing
both financial impact and, in the
worst-case scenario, damaging
other devices connected to
the network. All an attacker
needs to do to change the
amount of electricity being
consumed is obtain Wi-Fi access

The amount of the body’s total energy
and oxygen intake used by the brain.

to the network the charger
is connected to. Since the
devices are made for domestic
use, security for the wireless
network is likely to be limited.
Source: kaspersky.co.za

HISTORY

Having a good old wine
A selection of historical wine
artefacts are on exhibit at Groot
Constantia until 21 June, with
visitors being offered a rare
chance to view fascinating
relics. This unique exhibition,
entitled Wine of Exile: The wine
of Napoleon on St Helena, has
been organised to commemorate
the 250th anniversary of the
birth of Napoleon and is a
collaboration between the

French Embassy in South Africa,
Groot Constantia, Iziko Museums
of South Africa, the Napoleon
Foundation, the Government
of St Helena, and the French
National Domains of St Helena.
Items from the selected
collections that will be on display
– among many others – include
cut glass crystal wine goblets
and glasses used by Napoleon
while on St Helena; wine
decanters; wine coolers; a ship
decanter with outward sloping
side and wide base for greater
stability at sea; and the memoirs
of Napoleon’s chamberlain that
document details of Napoleon’s
daily life on St Helena and his
love for Constantia wine.
Source: grootconstantia.co.za
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40m

The width of the streets in Salt Lake City,
Utah – the widest in the US.

TO-DO LIST

• Whisky Live
Whisky Live takes place from 2
to 4 May in Cape Town at The
Lookout, then returns to Menlyn
Park Shopping Centre on 30, 31
May and 1 June in Pretoria. The
final leg of the celebrations takes
place in Durban at Sun Coast
Casino from 13 to 15 June. Highend lifestyle products will be
accessible from 5pm at all events,
while the tasting hall opens at 6pm.
whiskylive.co.za

• Mothers’ Day at Nuy
Nuy Winery and Nuy On The Hill
restaurant want to help you treat
your mom this Mother’s Day, Sunday
12 May. Not only can the whole family
enjoy a scrumptious meal, but moms
will receive a complimentary bottle
of Nuy Muscat Semi Sweet Sparkling
wine to make their day extra special.
Chef Wilna van der Westhuizen and
her team will prepare a delicious
traditional Sunday lunch for R295
per person (subject to change). Nuy
On The Hill is situated on the hill at
the Nuy Valley turn-off on the R60
between Worcester and Robertson.
facebook.com/nuy.winery

• MTN Bushfire
The MTN Bushfire festival welcomes
thousands to an atmosphere
of tolerance and passionate
commitment to music, the arts and
the environment. Every year, over
26,000 attendees hailing from 60
different countries make the journey
from near and far to the peaceful
Malkerns Valley of eSwatini for an
energising and uplifting weekend
that celebrates the music and arts
of Africa and beyond. The festival
takes place from 24 to 26 May.
bush-fire.com
• Combo Comedy Show
The Combo Comedy Show
takes place on 25 May at the
Big Top Arena in Carnival City,
Brakpan. The all-star cast
features performances from
local comedy greats such

as Sifiso Nene, TolA$$Mo, Joey
Rasdien, Thenjiwe Moseley and
Tumi Stopnonsons, alongside
up-and-coming comedians such
as Simphiwe Shembe, Mdu
Ntuli, Siya B and Thabang ER.
Sifiso Nene comments: “In the last
show, we realised how easy it was
to tell stories that bridged people's
life experiences. We are all
survivors of something and it takes
a light-hearted person to make you
realise that life is worth laughing
at.” Tickets start from R180.
Computicket.com
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The numbers of cars Ferrari
makes per day.

SPORT

An expert in his field
A well-maintained football
pitch does not just help ensure
a high-quality game but also
plays a role in player safety
and audio-visual spectacle.
Playing surfaces are of such
high importance to the Spanish
league LaLiga that it has taken
the unusual step of employing
its own grounds quality
manager, who is working with
the clubs to keep their pitches
in the best condition. Pedro

Fernandez-Bolaños is a former
golf greenkeeper who has also
worked as deputy grounds
manager at Real Madrid. To
make his job simpler, he uses
the new Greenkeeper app, which
allows him to supply clubs in
LaLiga Santander and LaLiga
1l2l3 with detailed reports on
the condition of the pitch in
their home stadiums, replacing
a paper report that previously
had to be completed. Club
ground staff can use the app to
register all necessary details on
the playing field, from the local
weather forecast, the last time
the surface was used, how hard
the ground is and the irrigation
programmes being used.
The new digital format not
only makes the job faster but

The amount of water passing through
the brain every minute.

makes the data easier to share
between club staff and LaLiga.
Source: greenkeeperapp.com

TECHNOLOGY

Star achievers
South Africa's Minister of
Science and Technology,
Mmamoloko Kubayi-Ngubane,
has congratulated the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) team of
engineers for the successful
completion of all essential
infrastructure designs required
for the first phase of the project
to build the world's most
powerful radio telescope. The
SKA, a collection of telescopes
spread over long distances,
that will combine to unlock the
universe's mysteries, will be

constructed in South Africa and
Australia, with later expansion
planned for both countries as
well as other African countries.
For the last five years, two
engineering consortia have been
hard at work at their sites in
Murchison, Western Australia
and the Northern Cape, South
Africa respectively, designing
all the essential infrastructure
required for construction of
this complex global project to
get under way. This includes
access roads, power, water
and sanitation, buildings,
antenna foundations, and the
communication, security and site
monitoring equipment required
to support the SKA telescope.
Source: skatelescope.org
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The year in which Buckingham
Palace was built.

forecast

The future is now

Space travel outsourced
The demonstration of a new
US system to get astronauts
into orbit took place recently.
The SpaceX company launched
a capsule designed to carry
people from the Kennedy
Space Centre in Florida. The
mission was uncrewed for this
flight, but if it went according
to plan, it was expected
that the American space
agency would approve the
system for regular astronaut
Mix and match?
Over the past 10 years,
smartphones have eased
dedicated personal navigation
devices, standalone cameras,
and alarm clocks out of most
of our lives. At MWC Barcelona
2019, there was a milestone on
a road that may one day lead us
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use from later in 2019.
SpaceX founder Elon Musk
said this could be the first step
towards opening space travel
to commercial customers. Not
since the retirement of the
shuttles in 2011 has the US
been able to put humans in
orbit. It has been paying to use
Russian Soyuz vehicles instead.
SpaceX's Falcon 9 rocket
and Dragon crew capsule was
‘crewed’ by Ripley (named after
to the convergence of tablets,
PCs and smartphones into one
device. Consumers had a glimpse
of futuristic devices that can
be folded down to smartwatch
size to wear on your wrist or
rolled out to the size of a tablet.
The appeal is easy to
understand: wouldn’t it be
convenient to a have a single
device that fits in your pocket
that you can use for everything
from watching your favourite
Netflix series on a decent-sized,
high-resolution screen to
working on your company
financials to writing

up

the Sigourney Weaver character
in the Alien movies), a test
dummy dressed in a spacesuit
and sitting next to a window, an
anthropomorphic simulator fitted
with sensors around the head,
neck, and spine. It gathered
data on the type of forces that
humans will experience when
they get to ride in the spacecraft.
For the California company,
this mission is a key milestone
in its short history. Musk, a
technology entrepreneur and
engineer, set up the organisation
with the specific intention of
taking people into space. "It's
been 17 years to get to this
point, from 2002 to now. To be
frank, I'm a little emotionally
exhausted because it was super
stressful," he told reporters
immediately after the launch.
"Our focus has been on
serving Nasa's needs but
once Dragon is in regular
operation, I think we will seek
commercial customers of
which the Nasa administrator,

and Nasa in general, has
been very supportive."
Musk said those customers
could include private citizens
going to the ISS, just as they
have done on Soyuz vehicles
in the past. Separately, the
entrepreneur is developing a
much bigger system – which
he calls the Starship and Super
Heavy rocket – to transport
people to the Moon and Mars.
The Dragon crew capsule
is a variant on the ISS cargo
freighter flown by SpaceX.
Upgrades include life-support
systems, obviously, and more
powerful thrusters to push the
vessel to safety if something
goes wrong with a rocket
during an ascent to orbit.
It also has four parachutes
instead of the freighter's three
to control the return to Earth.
Dragon crew capsules will
splash down in the Atlantic
not far from Kennedy.

a blog post and editing the
images you will use?
As of now, we are doing
more and more tasks on our
smartphones – from email to
online banking to comparative
shopping to catching up
on social media to running
presentations – but there are
still many tasks where the PC
reigns supreme. Though there
are pocket versions of most of
our favourite apps, there are still
some tasks where a computer
offers a better user experience.
This includes most apps where
a larger screen and keyboard
enable you to get your task done
faster or more enjoyably – word
processing, spreadsheets and

video streaming, for example.
Many people once thought
tablets would close this gap,
but not every mainstream user
wants to carry more than one
device around with them.
A foldable phone that is as
compact as a smartphone with
the screen real-estate of a tablet
may thus be more appealing
than many cynics think.
Strategy Analytics forecasts
global sales of just 1.2 million
foldable phones this year,
which will rise to around 64.9
million phones in 2023, or a
mere 3.5% of projected global
smartphone sales that year.

Source: bbc.com

Source: tclecom.com

Searching for an adventure to an unspoilt destination? Remote St Helena Island awaits you with its
spectacular scenery, fascinating history and clear blue waters. St Helena has now become a new flight
destination, with direct flights from Johannesburg. This unique island offers visitors an exciting
opportunity for active exploration and timeless, immersive experiences in the South Atlantic.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Lt. Gen Sir Hudson Lowe Exhibition: 14 April 2019 to 2021
Music Festival – Napoleon and George III: 1, 4 & 5 May 2019
Moment de Memoire: 5 May 2019
St Helena Day: 21 May 2019

Festival of Running: 3 - 9 Nov 2019
Festival of Lights: 20 Dec 2019
Cape to St Helena Yacht Race: Starting Dec 2020
World Arc Rally: 18 - 25 Jan 2020

December 2019 - January 2020
Coming Soon- Direct flights from Cape Town to St Helena, for more information please contact
enquiries@tourism.co.sh.

www.sthelenatourism.com
@visit.sthelena

@sthelenatourism

executive brief

When booking online
Please pay attention to the code (indicated below) – which
will include the 'SA8" prefix if it's an Airlink flight.

Look before
you book
Book Airlink flights with the
designator code ‘SA8’
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When you’re on deadline and scanning flight schedules while under a bit of
pressure, for the town or city that you have selected, it’s possible to select the
first flight or best fare without being sure of which airline you’re flying with.
To fly with Airlink, there’s a simple way to ensure that there are no surprises
at the boarding gate: look for the ‘SA8’ designator code at the beginning of the
flight number. Airlink is your “Team8”. Perhaps use the following sentence as a
memory aid: “Airlink has been giving gr8 service for 25+ years str8!”

Scan here to discover
'8 Reasons To Love The Link'
To book: www.flyairlink.com

business trade | industry
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SABI SAND

Well spotted
The Sabi Sand Game Reserve is well-known for its brilliant leopard sightings.
But how genuinely realistic is the hope of seeing one of these elusive felines?
The size of this plane is proportionate to the level of adventure that lies ahead, I muse as our
aircraft flies over the brown winter landscape in the Sabi Sand Game Reserve. The smaller the plane,
the greater the adventure. As if in confirmation, plumes of heat shake us with turbulence. Once
we’ve steadied, I peer down through the windows and look for animals below. I see nothing but
dry, stick-like trees on small koppies and sigh. It’s hard to imagine the countless animals – leopards
among them, supposedly – purported to live below.
For more info, go to
dulini.com/river-lodge.

On the ground though, the outlook is more promising.
Busy drooling over the lunch menu at Dulini River
Lodge, we almost don’t notice the three giraffes that
appear above the jackalberry trees. Their slow, lumbering
gait draws them closer to the perennial Sand River that
lies between us. A large kudu delicately picks his way
along the bank to drink from the shallow pools and a

Destination Dulini
•
Every season offers brilliant game
viewing in the Sabi Sand Game
Reserve. Spring brings about new life
in the trees and animals. Summer has
thunderstorms that revitalise the bush.
Autumn is cool and pleasant, while
the dryness of winter thins out the
bush thickets and makes for easier
game viewing.
•
I stayed at the intimate Dulini River
Lodge, where the six units all look
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•

out onto the Sand River. Each has
a private plunge pool and middays
are spent in the dappled shade of
tall jackalberry trees, reclined on a
lounger and watching animals drink in
the river below.
Rates from R16,790 per person
with a 15% discount for returning
guests staying for three nights or
longer. All meals, drinks, game drives,
safari activities and game walks are
included.

troupe of baboons start to bark downstream. Staff hurry
to check that windows and doors are closed against
the opportunistic marauders. And then, elephants. The
grey hulking shapes lumber towards us as we sit on the
deck under the sausage tree, scarcely believing our luck.
Twenty minutes into lunch and we needn’t even go on
the afternoon game drive!
Game ranger Justin Hall is having none of that,
though. Between him and host Ronnie-Ronnie Mdaka,
we are pried from the cool shade where refreshments
appear endlessly on silver trays and thrust into a quiet
Land Rover that purrs in the afternoon sun.
“What would you like to see?” asked Justin.
“Leopard!” I blurt out. I can’t help myself.
Justin chuckles. “The standard, then. You know, guests
here often see leopard before zebra, even.” I can’t quite
bring myself to believe him. Leopards are notoriously
difficult to find: I’ve spent a fair amount of time in the
bush and have only seen one once before.
The 65,000-hectare Sabi Sand Game Reserve is one of
South Africa’s oldest, with the seeds of creation planted
in the late 1800s. In 1948, it was officially founded by
private landowners and now shares a 50km unfenced
border with the Kruger National Park. There are goals of
extending it into Mozambique and Zimbabwe to form a
massive Peace Park.

Comfort and cats
The area is known for two things: luxury lodges, and
leopards. It doesn’t skimp on either.
With approximately 12.2 leopards per 100km2, you’re
virtually guaranteed to see one during your stay. The
high density is partly due to successful conservation
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SABI SAND

How to get there

Airlink connects Cape
Town and Johannesburg
with Nelspruit KMIA
or Skukuza and from
there with Sabi Sands
via Lodge Link.
www.flyairlink.com
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efforts funded by the lodges and landowners within the
reserve. All 21 lodges take an active part in funding antipoaching efforts, alien plant eradication, water and land
management and community development. For visitors,
there’s an assurance that their stay benefits the reserve
and sustainably supports the community that relies on
it for their livelihood. Lodges work hand-in-hand with
the Sabi Sand Pfunani Trust to directly benefit residents
in the adjoining Bushbuckridge community, where
unemployment levels are at 52%. Between them, they’ve
provided (among other projects) education, sanitation
and local job recruitment to over 12,400 individuals over
the past five years.

Goal achieved
Working in a private reserve such as this changes lives,
tracker Dyke Ndhlovu explains. This soft-spoken man
with a gentle smile used to be a taxi driver in bustling
Johannesburg. We battle to reconcile the image of Dyke
in that scenario with the Dyke we see now.
“There’s pressure on taxi drivers to keep passenger
numbers up, because every driver has a minimum
financial target that they must reach per day. Otherwise,
they don’t get paid by the taxi owners,” he says.
“What does Ses’fikile, the word on that sticker that you
see on the back of taxis, mean?” asks Helene, a fellow
guest.

“That means ‘We have arrived’,” Dyke replies.
Subsequent to his training at the prestigious Tracker
Academy at Samara Private Game Reserve in 2015,
Dyke was hired on by Dulini. He can’t imagine going
back to his previous life. He’s in his element among the
rhythms of the bush, hopping down from his spotter
seat often to examine tracks and quietly discuss plans
with Justin. They’ve been working alongside each other
for three years
“There,” he calls out, pointing to our right. I can’t
believe it. Just a few kilometres into our afternoon drive,
on our first afternoon, and there he is: a gorgeous,
muscular male leopard.
“That’s Ravenscourt. He’s around six years old,” says
Justin, slowing the vehicle before pulling off the dirt
road and driving closer – another advantage of being
in a private game reserve. Ravenscourt looks back at us
from the top of a sprawling termite mound, gold from
the sunset flecked in his eyes.
Ses’fikile indeed, I think contentedly. I have arrived.

MANY REASONS
TO JOIN
AVIS PREFERRED
Avis Preferred saves you time as you glide through the
queues. Say goodbye to lengthy paper work and enjoy
priority service. And the best part, membership is free!
Sign up now.
WE TRY HARDER
AV I S . C O . Z A / A I R L I N K

Text and photography | Teagan Cunniffe

*T&Cs Apply
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ANTANANARIVO

Ruled by razana
A place of rice and smiles and unusual beliefs, Madagascar’s many
tribes all have unique traditions – the common thread being the
belief in the power and respect of the ancestors, or razana
Today is auspicious for Patric Niaina. As a rickshaw
owner in the highland town of Antsirabe, 170km south-west
of Madagascar’s capital Antananarivo, he has taken the
day off work, even though it’s mid-week, donned his finest
clothes and cocked a hat on his head. As we make our way
along winding red-dust tracks into the countryside, he sits
silently, deep in thought.
Antsirabe countryside
where the bone-turning
ceremony took place.
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Six kilometers further, Niaina points to a gathering of
people milling in the distance. “That’s where it is,” he
says, adding, “it is good luck for my family that you are
here.”The red, white and green Madagascan flag marks
the tomb and hundreds of people are thronging around
the entrance, sipping rum, chatting and laughing. This
is not at all what we were expecting at a famadihana
or bone-turning ceremony. It seems more fitting to be
quiet and somber.

The ruling Merina tribe, who live on the highlands
around Antananarivo, practise bone-turning ceremonies
as a way of revering their ancestors. Across the 18 tribes
that inhabit Madagascar, bone-turning is unique to the
Merina and Betsileo and happens in the dry months
from June to September. Families save for between five
and seven years to afford the costly ceremony, which
requires hiring a band, slaughtering a number of prized
zebu cattle, and feeding the attending crowd plenty of
rum and rice.

A rum old time
It’s now 2pm and the band starts up under a blazing
sun, playing a traditional medley and setting a jolly tone
for proceedings. First one, then another and eventually
five mummies are carried from the family tomb. Each
one is carefully rolled in a woven grass mat and carried
shoulder-high through the crowd to be laid side by side

Travel tips
• Best time to visit
– it depends where
you want to visit and
specifically what you
want to see, as climate
varies enormously
across the island.
September/October
is generally good
everywhere, but not
necessarily the best
time for specific wildlife
in specific areas.
January to March is
cyclone season and
best avoided.
• Health – precautions
against malaria are
essential.

Madagascar's Merina
Tribe practise boneturning ceremonies to
revere their ancestors.

How to get there

Airlink connects
Johannesburg and
Antananarivo. Go
to page 91 for
flight schedules.
www.flyairlink.com
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ANTANANARIVO

An elder places a small gift on the chest of each
mummy and inscribes their name on the shroud. In
between proceedings, a woman tears a tiny piece of
the old shroud and puts it in her pocket. “That is for
good luck to have a baby,” Niaina explains. Then, after
more rum and with plenty of dancing and singing, the
crowd gives the ancestors a jovial send-off, back into
the cool tomb. We stand back in the crowd, not wanting
to impose, but the family insists we be at the heart of
proceedings and ‘take pictures’. Somehow it just doesn’t
feel appropriate.

Taboo or not taboo

Unique wildlife experiences
Ranomafana – sanctuary of the rare golden
bamboo lemur, the tiny 45g mouse lemur,
bizarre long-necked red giraffe beetles and
more. Scenery is spectacular mountainous
rainforest and waterfalls.
Andasibe (Perinet) – for the teddy-bear-like
indri. Largest of the lemurs, indris are famed
for their whale-song-like calls that resonate
through the forest. Also chameleons and boa
constrictors.
It is taboo to
kill a lemur.
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Anja Reserve – ring-tailed lemurs up close.
Berenty Reserve – plenty of cat-monkey-like
ring-tailed lemurs and the best place to see
‘dancing’ sifakas – since their foot design
renders them unable to walk from tree to tree.
Morondava – to see the Avenue of Baobabs
nearby (with five different species of baobab
together) and the rare puma-like fossa in
Kirindy Forest Reserve.
Montagne d’ Ambre – for tiny chameleons,
crowned lemurs and magnificent waterfalls.

on the grass – their heads all facing east. Then the mats
are gently unrolled and the mummies are wrapped in a
new white shroud to cover the old one.
All the while, the family talks to the dead, asking advice
and sharing news. Only a few chosen family members
participate in proceedings, and the rest of the extended
family contribute the atmosphere that surrounds the
action. Niaina stands with us, rum in hand, and watches
as intently as we do.
“This is a big day for the family,” he says, sipping neat
rum,“and you are welcome here.”

Three hours’ drive into the rainforests of Ranomafana,
the Tanala don’t practice bone-turning, but honour the
dead by erecting family graveyards deep in the forest.
These vatolahy are simple rows of standing stones,
reminiscent of Stonehenge, with the biggest headstone
marking the richest ancestor. The living family visit
regularly to discuss problems, ask advice and tell village
news, bringing along food and drink to share with the
ancestors. Moss is cleaned from the headstones with
zebu fat, after which blood and rum is left behind as
an offering. It is the medicine man who chooses each
headstone, which is then dragged from the village on a
special vine. It is taboo to carry the stone.
Taboos exist across all tribes and, ironically, they’ve
benefitted the island’s lemurs. It is taboo to kill or eat
lemurs, which is possibly why they still exist and are
conserved in Madagascar. For the Sakalava, it’s also taboo
for a pregnant woman to eat fish or sit in a doorway.
Other tribes have taboos that prevent them handing
an egg directly to a person, or from a girl washing her
brother’s clothes. And children of the Antandroy tribe
may not refer to their father by name or to any of his
body parts by name. So his head becomes ‘the top of
him’ and his feet ‘the things he walks with’.
By now, the air is awash with rum fumes as the
ceremony tails off and the real party begins. The band
is fired up and everyone is dancing and singing and
celebrating the day. In between, there is a handful of
women weeping, while also dancing. Grateful to have
been at the occasion, we thank the host and hand him
our gift of rum. Then, with the mummies wrapped
and resting, the party at full throttle all around them,
we return to Antsirabe. We are all quiet in the car as
we ponder the ancient ceremony and how we were
welcomed to such a private moment in time. Then
Niaina turns to us and smiles, “Really,” he says, “the
honour is mine.”
Text | Keri Harvey Photography | Keri Harvey and Haley Abrahams

CO-OP/717293
Like origami, service is an art. A craft. An ever-evolving discipline. |

Self-Service.
In and out in 15 seconds.
First Car Rental has revolutionised the way people rent cars with our First-to-market
Self-Service technology. Our branches are equipped with touchscreens, so you can
save time by checking out in the vehicle of your choice, in a record-breaking
15 seconds!* No paperwork. Just smart tech at work.

First in innovation. First in service.
Book a car today at firstcarrental.co.za
*Checkout times may be affected by your method of payment but this can now be done prior to arrival.

Self-Service

What are you waiting for?

C A R & V A N R E N TA L
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EUROPE

Continental drawcards
Looking beyond southern Africa for interesting travel ideas

If you’re using Airlink to connect with onwards
international flights, here are six events in Europe worth
planning a trip around. Experience epic sporting events,
food festivals, and the best traditions Europe has to offer.
Explore Europe with
a Eurail Global Pass,
allowing travel to 31
European countries.

1

After a long winter, Keukenhof Gardens near
Amsterdam offer the perfect way to celebrate
the start of spring. Seven million tulip bulbs
bloom over 32 hectares at Keukenhof, giving it its
rightful nickname, ‘Garden of Europe’. See the flower
shows and discover special events and activities all
season long. You can visit Keukenhof until 19 May.

2

Foodies Festival is the biggest food festival in
England, where various activities take place:
live music, workshops, masterclasses, and, of
course, eating! It’s the perfect event for all foodies or
anyone who just wants to enjoy a flavourful experience
in Brighton. The festival takes place from 4 to 6 May.
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This summer, France will play host to the
8th edition of the Women’s World Cup,
with 24 teams competing for the trophy
in this much-anticipated soccer championship.
Catch one of the 52 matches in the main stadiums
of Paris, Reims, Le Havre, Montpellier, Nice,

Valenciennes and Grenoble. The competition
begins on 7 June, with the final in Lyon on 7 July.

4

Celebrate the summer solstice in Sweden
with a festival mixing feast, tradition and
folk dancing. Considered by some the most
exciting day of the year, Midsummer is a chance
for locals to celebrate the longest day of the
year. Discover Swedish traditions on 22 June.

5

Participate in the world’s biggest food
fight in Spain this year! La Tomatina is
a messy but colourful festival involving
thousands of participants throwing tomatoes at
each other. This crazy event happens every year
and will take place this year on 28 August.

6

The Festival of Lights in Berlin is an event
you won’t want to miss. Famous monuments,
buildings and landmarks throughout the
German capital become transformed with an
array of breathtaking light displays. Freedom is
the theme of the 15th anniversary of this festival,
taking place for 10 nights from 11 to 20 October.
Text | raileurope-world.com Photography | Tilo G

THE CALL OF THE BERG…
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FUN AND RELAXATION IS WITHIN YOUR
REACH AT THE BERG OR THE BEACH!
This is your personal invitation to experience the excitement and
rejuvenation of Champagne Sports Resort and Pumula Beach Hotel.
Get away from it all and discover paradise!

Where friends and family meet

www.champagnesportsresort.com
reservations@champagnesportsresort.com
+27 (0)36 468 8000

www.pumulabeachhotel.com
reservations@pumulabeachhotel.co.za
+27 (0)39 684 6717
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KASANE

A wild neighbourhood
Most airports are surrounded by industrial
area, but not so in northern Botswana

It’s not often that you can get to or from a major African game reserve from an international
airport in just six minutes (driving at exactly the speed limit). It makes a huge difference when
travelling – you can either arrive and dive straight into a new adventure or leave your planning
until the last moment and still have an incredible experience – literally on your way from your
hotel to getting on a plane to fly home.
Ichingo Chobe River
Lodge is a great
option for a place to
stay when flying to
Kasane. Note: it is on
the Namibian side
of the Chobe River,
so expect an extra
couple of steps when
crossing the border.
For more information,
go to zqcollection.
com/ichingo-choberiver-lodge.
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The Sedudu Ngoma Gate of Botswana’s Chobe
National Park is less than 5km from the parking lot
at Kasane International Airport, where you can climb
onto (or off of) a game-viewing vehicle. That’s a good
idea, too, as the roads in the park are difficult to drive
on, with stretches of deep, soft sand that require skill
to drive through – as testified to by the enormous
4x4 truck (brand withheld to avoid embarrassment)
abandoned axle-deep in the middle of the road that
our driver carefully negotiates his way around.
There are different habitats – scrub trees in dry
soil; flat, rocky plains; burnt yellow grassland and
more. One of the main game-viewing routes follows
the curves of the Chobe River, adding views of the
waterway’s floodplain and its verdant greenery to the
mix. Individual buffalo who are not in the mood for the
hassle of keeping an eye out for predators wade across

channels to islands in the middle of the river, where
they can munch on soft green grass while nonchalantly
scanning their private estates, where any new arrivals
will immediately break the outline of the island and
become the target of a devastating charge and a likely
trampling.

Traffic patterns
The landscape and the way it channels those traversing
it – man or beast – mean there are some interesting
interactions. As we turn up from a riverside road to head
inland through a break in some scrub, for instance, we
are forced to brake and roll backwards by the arrival of
a bull elephant who is grumpy enough to guarantee
that proceeding would be folly. Elsewhere, a gentler
encounter sees us pausing to view a sleeping lioness
and her cub under a low thorn bush in the middle of

A hippo resting far
from the water is an
unusual sighting.

a field dotted with rocks – not the sort of terrain you’d
expect a predator who chases her food to operate in.
Even more unexpected is one of those sightings, far
up the slope a few kilometres from the river, where
you’re fairly certain that what you’ve seen is a rock or a
tree trunk. Fortunately, our driver, who is more attuned
to the behaviour of the local wildlife than we are, pulls
over – it’s a hippo, having a nap in the middle of the day
before trundling back down to the water and freaking
out any visitors who aren’t expecting the continent’s
most dangerous animal to be sneaking up on them

from behind them when they’re facing the water…
An experienced guide will know how to factor in
such diverting surprises and make sure you get to
the airport – or back to your hotel in Kasane if you’re
staying in town or beyond – in good time for check-in
(whichever scenario is appropriate). And there are few
airport transfers that can rival this one’s potential for
exhilaration as you weave your way through one of the
continent’s richest wildlife populations.
Text and photography | Bruce Dennill

How to get there

Airlink connects
Johannesburg with
Kasane. Go to page
91 for flight schedules.
www.flyairlink.com
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panorama

In the pink

Sitting in a game vehicle and trundling
along bumpy tracks is all good and well,
but if you can go for a cruise along the
coast of the world’s oldest desert, and
swop zebras, elephants, giraffes and
hippos for flamingoes, dolphins, seals and
whales, visiting Walvis Bay in Namibia
could open up a world of new opportunities
for you. Operators such as Mola Mola
Safaris offer these cruises as well as 4x4
experiences on the dunes and visits to
beautiful Sandwich Harbour, part of the
Namib Naukluft Park.

How to get there
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Airlink connects
Johannesburg with
Walvis Bay. Go to page
91 for flight schedules.
www.flyairlink.com

stay at HAMILTONS TENTED CAMP
is one that will remain Etched in memory!

Situated in the Kruger National Park, Hamiltons Tented Camp offers luxury with an outstanding safari experience.
These magnificent tented suites complete with teak floorboards, outdoor showers and a superb view of the seasonal river
is set within a 10 000 hectare private concession making this truly the ‘Gem of Kruger’. Enjoy some of Kruger’s most
spectacular landscapes and an extraordinary variety of wildlife, birdlife and plant life while on an open vehicle safari.

Book your ‘ Out of Africa ’ experience TODAY!
Reservations: Tel: +27 (11) 516 4367
Email: res@extraordinary.co.za
www. hamiltonstentedcamp.co.za
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LEADERSHIP

Ethics: the
forgotten
superpower
The real heroes of the working
world are those who uphold
ethics and honesty
Recently, the real impact of fake news has been felt
around the world. From Facebook to internet sites to
mainstream media, false stories, lies and made-up facts
have been used to ignite hatred, inspire fear and create
waves. It is the post-honest world. A world where corrupt,
confusing messages from people with hidden agendas are
used to gain influence and change the course of history.
Howard Feldman
is a businessman,
philanthropist and
social commentator.
Follow him on Facebook
at facebook.com/
howard.feldman.75.

In South Africa, where we already have unique
challenges and where bastions of credibility have been
torn down by corruption, honesty has become a rare
commodity.
Corruption has a real cost. There’s an old saying – ‘The
fish rots from the head’ – and it has never been more
relevant than it is today. The corruption seeping down into
institutions, organisations and individuals is empowered
by unethical leadership. There are significant dangers
posed by unethical behaviour in the corporate world. The
past year has seen major commercial institutions crumble
thanks to this behaviour. No company is immune to
temptation. The move towards the unethical is present in
every company, department and day.
To dodge the risk of an unethical company and the
corruption that follows, it’s important to define a clear
company culture. Employees need understanding of the
company value system, along with practical guidelines
to help them make the right decisions regardless of the
situation they may confront. The business has to find
a way of defining ethics and morality and embedding
these principles into the bedrock of the organisation.

Strive for clarity
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Organisations need tools and strategies that will allow
them to formulate clear, concise strategies when it comes
to ethics. They need to encourage dialogue, challenge

perceptions, create awareness and find common ground.
The development of any culture around a specific ethical
structure takes time and commitment – nothing is
achieved overnight, or without a strong foundation.
In addition to clearly outlining the nature of ethics
and how these are defined within the context of the
organisation, it’s important to understand how the
organisation defines unethical behaviour. It’s often said
that there is no black and white, only shades of grey, so
the business has to be prepared to provide employees
with guidelines that give them solid ideas, not vague
murkiness. Find out what motives drive unethical
behaviour and establish practical methodologies that
allow for the fair treatment of ethical dilemmas.

Reward what’s right
As the business works towards defining ethics and its
code, there’s significant value in recognising ethical
behaviour and rewarding it. Employees who naturally
uphold honesty and ethics are worth their weight in
gold in terms of cultural growth, and they deserve
recognition.
Ultimately, this is a topic few organisations can
risk ignoring. If corporate culture is vague and blasé,
unethical behaviour usually follows. A robust, vibrant
culture that rewards ethics, praises integrity and values
honesty is more likely to thrive and avoid the pitfalls of
a toxic workplace.
From pop culture to behavioural studies to personal
stories, there are various ways in which a company can
translate its ethical vision into its culture and support its
employees. The most important step is the first one –
helping employees move towards an honest and ethical
company culture.
Text | Howard Feldman Photography | pathdoc

How big are your
blue-sky dreams?

Upington boasts one of the longest runways in the world and
abundant sunshine conducive to harnessing solar energy. It is
located in the Northern Cape, a province where mining is a key
economic driver, and lies on the banks of the Orange River in an
area known for producing export-quality fruits.
Consider investing in the Upington Special Economic Zone today.
This undiscovered gem has the potential
to turn your blue-sky dreams into reality.
Solar energy | Aeronautics | Defence technology
Agro-processing | Mining | Astronomy | Microtechnology
Mr Thobela Dikeni
CEO - NCEDA
Tel: 053 833 1503
Mobile: 060 997 7202
tdikeni@nc-eda.co.za
or tdikeni@upington-sez.co.za
Visit our website
www.upington-sez.co.za

Ms. Babalwa Mbobo
Sector Specialist-Upington SEZ
Tel: 054 333 1136
Mobile: 071 016 5813
bmbobo@upington-sez.co.za

Email us
info@upington-sez.co.za
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LAW

Generally
a bad idea
Employers need to beware of making a single
strict rule to apply across the board

Section 6 of the Employment Equity Act (EEA) prohibits
unfair discrimination against an employee on arbitrary
grounds including race, age, disability, sex and many others.
Ivan Israelstam is
the Chief Executive
of Labour Law
Management
Consulting. Contact
him on 011 888 7944,
082 852 2973 or ivan@
labourlawadvice.co.za.
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In the case of IMATU and another vs The City of
Cape Town (2005, 11 BLLR 1084), a law enforcement
officer working for the city council applied to be
transferred to its fire-fighting unit. He was turned
down because it was believed that his diabetes could
be dangerous to himself and others.
The court held that the employer had the onus of
proving that its policy of a blanket ban on insulindependent diabetics was not discriminatory.
However, the employer was unable to provide such
proof. The Court held further that the employee’s
condition did not constitute a disability for purposes
of the EEA. The Court also held that the employee’s
dignity had been negatively affected which gave
rise to unfair discrimination. The employer was
also unable to persuade the Court that its policy
against diabetes sufferers was based on inherent
requirements of the job.
The Court concluded that the employer’s policy
generalised unnecessarily and unfairly as testing of
diabetes sufferers should establish on an individual
basis whether they are fit for certain jobs.

Check your policies
The outcome of the City of Cape Town case has
significance in a number of areas:
•
The labour law is highly protective of employees.
•
What is fair or unfair is open to the interpretation
of court judges.
•
Policies that make generalisations about groups
of people might be ruled unfair, especially if such
generalisations cannot be substantiated.
•
Even if the type of alleged unfair discrimination
is not one listed in the EEA, the Courts have
given themselves jurisdiction to rule on them.
This suggests that any act of discrimination, if it is
arbitrary and/or if it negatively affects the dignity of
the employee, may well be adjudged to be unfair.
Employers are therefore strongly advised to engage an
expert labour law specialist in order to:
•
Review all their human resources and industrial
relations policies in the interests of checking for
generalisations, unwarranted assumptions and
discriminatory aspects. This applies whether or not
such discrimination appears to be for the good of
employees, for the sake of safety, affirmative action
or for reasons of inherent requirements of the job.
•
Assess a variety of workplace issues that may
require decisions that are practical yet have to
comply with labour law. Due to the fact that labour
law protections of employees are so broad and so
open to judicial interpretation, employers need to
get expert advice before making any decision that
could affect employees directly or indirectly.
•
Ensure that all managers and other decisionmakers are trained in the endless hidden dangers
for employers arising in labour law.
•
Losing unfair discrimination cases in court is
not only financially costly but damage to the
employer’s reputation and industrial relations
can have a bad effect on the employer’s market
position, bottom line and long-term viability.
Text | Ivan Israelstam Photography | Ollyy
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FINANCE

Embrace

uncertainty

Increased data collection and
analysis capacity means risk can
be your friend, not your enemy
When Noah weathered great floods, at least he had
the luxury of waiting before sticking his head out of the
hatch. But time is money, not only in terms of earning some
but also in staying ahead and being the most appealing in
your market. As they say, when the going gets tough…
Riaan Bekker is
Force Solutions
Manager at thryve.
Go to thryve.com for
more information.
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Improvement across the board

reliable source is consuming.Yet, if those various sources
can become more integrated – without undoing the
processes that different business areas have developed
– you create a potent ability for insight and prediction.
Risk starts to feed directly into strategy because it
represents all of the business.
This idea appeals to several applications. Brokers are
relying on modern integrated systems to help determine
policies for complex business environments. Planners
can gauge the effectiveness of a strategy by measuring
mitigation strategies. Boards and C-suites are better
informed through timely and regular reports. Clarity
replaces confusion.
Platform systems have made these approaches more
viable and affordable, without the usual disruption
caused by major technology projects. They can start
small, latching onto problem areas in a company, and
expand as their usefulness becomes apparent.
This year is ripe for weaponising risk as a strategic
tool. Nobody can afford to wait for the storms to pass
– neither the near-term uncertainties of the market nor
the long-term impact of a technology-enabled world.
It’s not time for the tough, but rather the smart and
informed, to get going. That informed culture is within
reach through integrating risk information, delivered
into reporting pipelines that don’t only tell you what
happened, but what’s happening and might be coming.
They show you what’s working and what isn’t with a
certainty that, outside of the gut feelings of business
mavericks, didn’t exist before.

Risk inherited the same scarcity issue. Risk-related data
exists across companies, but aggregating them into one

Text | Riaan Bekker Photography | Brian A Jackson

And it is tough. SA continues to wax and wane between
recession and signs of growth. It’s even worse in other
developing economies and the politics of the developed
world is not providing respite for weary investors.
Today’s business owner has the unenviable position of
having to leap before they can catch a glimpse of where
they’re going.
But there is a potent business discipline that can vastly
improve that visibility, and it’s well worth investing
in. Risk integration is the best answer to managing
uncertainty. At first, this seems contradictory, since risk
is uncertainty. Quite so – until you add new paradigms
such as data culture to the equation.
Until recently, we operated on the assumption that
data is scarce. Collecting and analysing data were
laborious and only done if absolutely necessary.
Polls used samples, reports were slow to produce
and so on. Scarcity limited what data could offer. But
that has changed considerably. Between harvesting
large quantities of data and the growing capability of
data analysis, ideas such as ’real-time reporting’ and
‘predictive analytics’ have become reality.

Windows Hello: the password is you.
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LEADERSHIP

Understand your context
New book offers insights into organisational
management and discipline

At the inception of an organisation, the creator/s
are motivated by a defined purpose. The intention
behind the purpose is to create a value that can be
appreciated by people or customers. The perceived
need and desire on the part of the founders drive the
genesis of the purpose.
The aim and hope are always that people will be prepared
to part with their hard-earned cash to enjoy it on an
increasing and sustainable basis. This, therefore, is the
compelling cause to develop a vision-aligned business
model and strategy to deliver the value on an incremental
basis well into the future.
But in a complex and dynamic environment that is always
subject to change. The tastes, perceptions and needs of the
customers may change and lead to the need for refined or
improved definitions of the original value proposition. This
is the basis for the need to revisit the operating model and
strategy that underpins it.
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Organisations fail because, on deeper analysis, leaders
who have been entrusted with the responsibility to
manage and grow them fail to understand and interpret
the potential impact of factors, small or large, in the
complex and dynamic operating context that may dictate
the need for changes in the original value proposition
established by the founders and, therefore, take
appropriate corrective action.
The key to understanding how and why some
organisations thrive and succeed while others wither and
ultimately cease to exist, reveals a critical need to develop
a deep understanding about a very simple and mutually
reinforcing relationship between a set of critical factors that
play a defining role in determining the potential success or
failure of an organisation, namely;
•
the purpose (value proposition) and strategic vision
of an organisation as defined and conceived by its
founders at its inception;
•
the competencies that are required to achieve the
purpose and stated vision;
•
how these competencies are organised and brought
together into a suitable operating structure or
business model supported by sound processes and
technology to achieve the strategic vision;
•
the funding structure that must be put in place to
sustain its operations adequately;
•
a governance and accountability framework that
must be in place to ensure ethical business practices;
and,
•
a critical need for a deep understanding of the
complex and dynamic nature of the operating
context, and the key factors (challenges and
constraints) that may impact the growth prospects
of the organisation.

Evaluate and validate
For an organisation to stay on a sustainable growth path,
leaders have to pay constant attention to all these factors
to maintain an optimum balance and state of being ‘fit
for purpose’ at all times. Successful organisations develop
the discipline to evaluate and validate this fitness at all
times to align the organisation to changes in its complex
and dynamic operating context. There must be strategic
conversations at all levels of the organisation to achieve a
shared understanding of the purpose and what must be
done to ensure its realisation.
In other words, the ‘fit for purpose’ approach is a thinking
methodology that instils a discipline of bringing context into
the centre when considering the performance and prospects
of an organisation, and what must be done to grow and
stay ahead of the competition. All the factors must be at
their optimum level to deliver. Therefore, the competence
levels must be optimum; the operating structure must be
appropriate and efficient; and the processes that underpin
operations must be well-researched and state-of-the-art.
The competence levels and skills required at the level of
the board and management must be clearly articulated.

“Conscience is the faithful monitor
of man; she invariably shows him
what is his duty...”
– Chief Mohlomi of the Bakoena
In addition, the roles of the board and those of the
shareholders must be clearly delineated and not be
blurred. This is a particular problem with the State-Owned
Enterprises (SOEs) currently in South Africa.
Leaders in any organisation need to acquire and display
a very high level of contextual intelligence to be able to
understand the varying nature of the dynamic factors that
may affect their organisation, as well as the key challenges
and constraints and the extent to which they may affect the
prospects of achieving the purpose and strategic vision of
an organisation.
Text | Thabang J Motsohi Photography | Photobank gallery

Fit for Purpose by
Thabang J Motsohi is
published by WoodRock
Publishing and is
available now. This
excerpt is published
by permission.
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STRATEGY

95%

The percentage of a car’s lifetime
that it spends parked.

Trust your
structures
Fly your business using instruments,
not sentiments

Pilots are taught to navigate using either visual
flight rules (VFR) or instrument flight rules (IFR). VFRrated pilots may operate an aeroplane only in weather
which is clear enough to allow them to see where they
are going. So, for example, VFR-rated pilots may not fly
into clouds as their vision will be impaired, thus making
navigation extremely tricky.
Allon Raiz is the
CEO of Raizcorp. For
more information go
to raizcorp.com.

Many small VFR-rated pilots fall victim to a phenomenon
called false climb illusion (FCI). FCI occurs when our
otolith balance organs provide false information to
the brain, which is exacerbated by the lack of visual
information to correct the error. The results are often
fatal. IFR-rated pilots are aware of this phenomenon
and, despite the physical feedback, will navigate the
plane using instruments only. The pilot might feel like
he is climbing but the instruments never lie.
With the talk about a revival in the economy, many
entrepreneurs will begin to make decisions based on

what they hear and see in the press. We are still in the
equivalent of the dark clouds of uncertainty; a gap in
the clouds might be followed by another cloud or clear
skies… we just don’t know.

Timing is everything
Economists know that sentiment moves markets.
But, when sentiment is devoid of any substance, the
sentiment may change direction rather unpredictably
and rapidly. These boom and bust cycles are just part
of everyday business life. Successful entrepreneurs
know this, and navigate the markets not listening
to the wisdom of the markets but to the navigation
instruments they have built for themselves. My mentor,
a successful investor, liquidated his assets a year before
the last economic meltdown. His critics were hushed
12 months later when the recession hit.
It’s hard, however, to resist the sentiment. A few years
ago, by way of example, despite my logical brain telling
me that the property market was overheated, and
that a correction was definitely due, I could not resist
the strong forces of my peers who were telling me
how much their property values were increasing. The
birth of my second child provided just the impetus I
needed to buy a house. As it happened, it was a badlytimed purchase decision. I should have watched the
instruments and not listened to the market sentiment.

Reading the signs
There is a strong probability that many entrepreneurs are
going to make some bad decisions now that they think
the economy is on the upturn. They are not going to look
at the fundamentals in their business to make decisions,

8,000

The number of calories in a Fool’s Gold Loaf (a bread loaf
hollowed out and filled with peanut butter, jam and bacon).

but rather base important decisions on what the press and
their friends tell them about what the future might bring.
I have been asked how we, as entrepreneurs, should be
acting in light of a recession; now, I am asked the same
question in light of the imminent upturn. My answer
never changes: you should be running your business
exactly the same – whether you are in a recession or an
upturn. You should always be aggressively marketing,

14 blocks

The area in New York inhabited by a
species of ant, dubbed ‘ManhattAnts’.

obsessed with customer service and value, and keeping
your business lean and efficient. The instruments in
your business should constantly be measuring sales,
marketing, customer service, cash flow, margin and
overheads. In this way, you will ensure that you fly your
plane safely, no matter the weather!

Where businesses
are well set up, it's
advisable to rely on the
structures that have
been put in place.

Text | Allon Raiz Photography | studiostoks

Coralynne & Associates +27 (011) 849 3142
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SECURITY

Mobile menace
Your phone is as much at risk of malware attacks as your
main computer and it pays to be aware of what’s out there

While analysts figure out new methodologies for analysing malware and users begin to understand
how all this works, cybercriminals are seeking new ways to hide in phones and compromise devices.
The convoluted tricks used to increase the effectiveness of their attacks can be grouped into two
distinct categories. Social engineering strategies seek to confuse users, while sophisticated technical
mechanisms try to obstruct malware detection and analysis.
For more
information, go to
welivesecurity.com.
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Fraud in the Play Store
Malware in the official Google store never stops
appearing. For cybercriminals, sneaking their malicious
applications into the marketplace of genuine apps is a
victory, as they can reach more potential victims, with an
almost rock-solid guarantee of more infections.
The fake developer accounts used to spread insecure
or malicious apps try to look as similar as possible
to real accounts, to dupe unsuspecting users. In a
recent example, researchers discovered a fake app for
updating WhatsApp, that used a Unicode character
trick to give the impression of being distributed
through the official account.
Another common practice is to make malware look
like versions of apps – games, mostly – that have gained
sudden popularity, which are either scheduled for release
or are not available in official stores for certain countries.
This happened with Pokémon GO, Prisma and Dubsmash,
adding hundreds of thousands of infections worldwide.
Then there’s tapjacking, a technique that involves

capturing a user’s screen taps by displaying two
superimposed apps. Victims believe that they are tapping
on the app that they are seeing, but they are actually
tapping on the underlying app, which remains hidden
from view.
Another similar strategy, which is widely used in
spyware for credential theft in Android systems, is overlay
windows. In this scam, the malware continually tracks the
app that the user is using, and when it coincides with a
certain objective app, it displays its own dialogue box that
looks just like the legitimate app, requesting credentials
from the user.

Hiding in the system
The easiest way for malicious code to hide on a device
is to pass itself off as a system app and go unnoticed.
Malpractices such as deleting the app icon once the
installation is finished or using names, packages and icons
of system apps and other popular apps to compromise
a device are strategies that are emerging in code, like

a banking Trojan that passed itself off as Adobe Flash
Player to steal credentials.
Since Android is structured to limit app permissions,
a lot of malicious code needs to request administrator
permissions to implement its functionality correctly.
And granting this permission makes it more difficult to
uninstall the malware.
Being camouflaged as security tools or system updates
gives cybercriminals certain advantages. In particular,
it allows them to shield themselves behind a trusted
developer, and consequently users do not hesitate to
authorise the app to access administrative functions.
The security certificate used to sign an Android Package
(APK) can also be used to determine if an app has been
altered. And while most cybercriminals use generic text
strings when issuing a certificate, many go to the trouble
of feigning data that correspond to the data used by
the developer, going one step further in their efforts to
confuse users who carry out these checks.

Complicating analysis
A trend that has been gaining ground is to combine
what used to be different types of malware into a single
executable. LokiBot is one example of this, and is a
banking Trojan that tries to go unnoticed for as long as
possible in order to steal information from a device;

however, if the user tries to remove the administrator’s
permissions to uninstall it, it activates its ransomware
feature by encrypting the device’s files.
The use of droppers and downloaders – the embedding
of malicious code inside another APK or downloading
it from the internet – is a strategy not only limited to
malware for laptops and computers, but universally used
by malicious mobile code writers.
As the then Google Bouncer (now rebranded as Google
Play Protect) complicated cybercriminals’ ability to
upload malware to the official store, the attackers chose
to include this type of behaviour to try to bypass controls.
And it worked, for a while.
Since then, two forms of malware coding have been
added to the portfolio of most-used malicious techniques.
New multiplatform development frameworks and
programming languages are emerging all the time. What
better way to mislead a malware analyst than to combine
languages and development environments?
Some attackers add to this combination by using
dynamic script loading or portions of code that are
downloaded from remote servers and deleted after use. So
once the server has been removed by the cybercriminal,
it is not possible to know exactly what actions the code
performed on the device.
An alternative for complicating the analysis of a sample
is to divide the malicious functionality into a set of apps
that are capable of interacting with each other. By doing
so, each app has a subset of permissions and malicious
functionality, and they then interact with each other to
fulfil a further purpose. For analysts to understand the
true function of the malware, they must have access to
all the individual apps as if they were pieces of a puzzle.

The easiest way for
malicious code to hide
on a device is to pass
itself off as a system
app and go unnoticed.

Infected networks
To communicate with a command and control (C&C)
server – a computer used to coordinate the actions
of computers infected by a bot – or other malicious
apps, malware needs to transfer information. This can
be done using traditional open channels or hidden
channels (personalised communication protocols,
brightness intensity, wake locks, CPU utilisation,
free space in memory, sound or vibration levels, and
accelerometers, among others).
Cybercriminals are also using social networks to
transfer C&C messages, such as Twitoor, the botnet that
uses Twitter accounts to send commands.
The use of packaging, anti-emulation, anti-debugging,
encryption and obfuscation, among other evasion
techniques, is common in malware for Android.
Text and photography | Supplied
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EXECUTIVE BRIEF

5

questions you should
be asking when buying
foods labelled ‘natural’
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Sources: You can
find information on
how to read nutrition
fact labels from the
sources below:
1. U.S. Food & Drug
Administration.
2016. “Natural” on
Food Labeling.
2. United States
Department of
Agriculture. 2015.
Meat and Poultry
Labeling Terms.
3. U.S. Food & Drug
Administration. 2017.
How to Understand
and Use the Nutrition
Facts Label.

Have a look at this partial ingredient list:
• Thiamine
• Pantothenic acid
• Focalin
• Methionine
• Alpha-tocopherol
• Niacin

normally would not have the additive in it, but there is
no formal definition.
To ensure you are making an informed decision when
grocery shopping, here are five questions to keep in mind
when choosing products with the ‘natural’ label.

None of the above ingredients sound too natural, do
they? Actually, these are some of the vitamins and amino
acids found in a red bell pepper.
It can be confusing to decipher the differences between
synthetic chemicals and natural food ingredients when
shopping for quality, healthy foods. We see food items
labelled natural, all natural, nature’s way, etc, but what
do these labels actually mean?
In fact, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
doesn’t regulate the use of the term natural on food
labels. They simply consider natural to mean nothing
artificial or synthetic has been added to a food that

Some companies choose to include the word natural
or nature in the product’s brand name or slogan. This
can create some very memorable names; however, it’s
important to remember that just because a company
uses the word natural in their brand name, does not
mean it directly relates to the ingredients or processing
of the food that the brand produces.

1. Are you looking at the product’s brand
name or slogan?

2. Do you see the claim of natural
ingredients?
When a product makes the claim of ‘made with natural
ingredients’, be sure to read the entire ingredient list.

The product might still contain artificial ingredients
since this claim does not mean 100% of the ingredients
are natural.

3. Does the product claim no artificial
colours or flavours?
This claim does not mean that the product does not
contain any added colours or flavours. Flavours or
colours derived from plants or animals can still be
present in the food item even with this claim.

4. Is the food item a meat or poultry
product?
Meat and poultry products are slightly more regulated
when it comes to the use of the label natural. According
to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA),
a meat or poultry product can be labelled natural if it
contains no artificial ingredient or added colour, and
is only minimally processed, meaning the processing
did not fundamentally alter the meat product. Any
meat or poultry product labelled natural must explain
the meaning of natural for that specific product, for
example no artificial ingredients, which can help with
your food choice.

5. What is the nutritional value of the
product?
This might be the most important question. Often,
the words ‘natural’ or ‘no artificial’ bring thoughts of
‘healthier’, but this is not necessarily true.

Just because a product is made with natural ingredients
does not mean there aren’t high amounts of added
fat, sugar and/or sodium (even if the additives aren’t
artificial!). It’s important to always read the nutrition
facts for foods to make sure they contain the nutrition
that you want and expect.
In the end, all food from grocery stores is safe to eat
no matter what labels are attached to it. Remember to
look at all the labels on every food product including the
ingredient list and nutrition facts to help you make an
informed decision for quality, healthy foods.
Text and photography | Supplied

About Corteva Agriscience™, Agriculture Division of
DowDuPont™
Corteva Agriscience™, Agriculture Division of DowDuPont
(NYSE: DWDP), is intended to become an independent,
publicly traded company when the previously announced
spinoff is complete by June 2019. The division combines the
strengths of DuPont Pioneer, DuPont Crop Protection and
Dow AgroSciences. Corteva Agriscience™ provides farmers
around the world with the most complete portfolio in the
industry – including some of the most recognised brands
in agriculture: Pioneer®, Encirca®, the newly launched
Brevant™ Seeds, as well as award-winning crop protection
products – while bringing new products to market through
our solid pipeline of active chemistry and technologies. More
information can be found at www.corteva.com.

Adapted from an article by Mark Sigouin, a territory sales representative for
Corteva Agriscience in Canada.

The headquarters
for Africa Middle
East is in Pretoria,
South Africa, with
current established
businesses in South
Africa, Zimbabwe,
Kenya, Mozambique,
Nigeria, Egypt, Ethiopia,
Tanzania, Zambia, Ivory
Coast, Morocco, Mali,
Ghana and Senegal.
Sites in Casablanca,
Morocco, Nairobi,
Kenya and Cairo, Egypt,
serve as head office
and business centres
for North West Central
Africa, East Africa
and Egypt Middle
East respectively.
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INNOVATION

Different
ways of
winning
Why Africa must pursue
sustainable innovation

A burgeoning middle class, explosive economic growth,
rapid urbanisation and closer regional integration will present
new social challenges Africa will have to deal with. Innovation
must be accompanied by sustainability in order to ensure all
Africans benefit equitably from the continent’s prosperity.
“Sustainable innovation
takes ongoing wellbeing and development
as the core values,
enabling economic
growth that has
benefits for all.”

Africa has begun to realise the importance of innovation
to drive its developmental agenda. The continent’s
population stands at 1.2 billion and is set to grow by
2.47% annually. Growth on such a scale places increasing
demand on resources, meaning the social challenges
facing Africa will grow in scale and complexity – hence
the dire need for homegrown innovative solutions.
The continent remains mostly a consumer of
innovation. Africa’s share of global patent filings and
licensing is below 1%. At least 90% of
funding for innovation projects
comes from outside of
Africa. And Africans are
not fully benefitting
from investments.

The human capital needed to further innovation has to
be imported, and these skilled individuals often make
no commitment to share their knowledge with locals.
Innovation creates new practices and leads to changes
in the structures of organisations and the actions of
people. Sustainable innovation, meanwhile, takes
ongoing well-being and development as the core values,
enabling economic growth that has benefits for all. It
also shifts the sole focus from profitability to a more
holistic approach, making innovation inclusive.
The consequences of innovation are often ignored
during research, because there is the sentiment that
innovations are always useful, vital, and created with
good intentions. These qualities, however, are impossible
to verify without a thorough impact assessment.

Everyone must benefit
In business, innovation is primarily driven by the
need to gain a competitive advantage. This is mainly
accomplished through cost containment and product
enhancement. Start-up firms and small- to mid-sized
companies have championed innovation and will
continue to do so. However, large multi-national firms
have something to offer. Stuart Hart, in his 2005 book
Capitalism at the Crossroads: The Unlimited Business
Opportunities in Solving the World’s Most Difficult
Problems, argues that “multi-national corporations have
the capacity and qualities to address the complicated
problems of resource constraints, poverty, and growth”.
Sustainable innovation offers business an additional
competitive strategy: to create products or processes
with market-desirable features, such as
durability, locality, energy efficiency and
minimal environmental impact. This helps
to make business operations efficient.
This innovation cultivates closer
relationships bet-ween producers
and consumers through constant
feedback, enab-ling producers to
keep abreast of customers’ needs.
Companies that are transparent
about corporate practices are viewed
as trustworthy. Africa has great
ambitions for the future. And in spite
of the daunting challenges, there are
bright minds that have helped provide
sustainably innovative answers. But
crucially, the solutions they provide must
avoid the need for self-enrichment, and
enhance the lives of ordinary citizens.
Text | Shingai George Photography | ImageFlow
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THESPACEYOUNEED
WITHOUTTHEWAIT!
With over 40 years of experience, Speedspace has become an acknowledged
leader in South Africa’s ongoing race for space. If you need extra room for
working, living or storage, buy or rent it from us cost effectively and fast.
We customise, deliver and install new and used mobile and prefabricated
structures for long and short-term use... bring you the unit in finished form,
or erect it on site using prefabricated panels... maintain new units and
refurbish existing ones...and buy those you no longer use.

south africa tel +27 11 794 1340
northern cape tel +27 53 723 0080
botswana tel +267 391 2537
zambia tel +260 96 829 2744
sales@speedspace.co.za

www.speedspace.co.za
speedspace

SALES OR
RENTALS
EXTENDYOUROPTIONSFAST

South Africa ■ Botswana ■ Zambia ■ China
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TECHNOLOGY

Keywords and kismet
Getting – and keeping – eyes on your website
pages requires ongoing strategic planning
We don’t surf the internet like we used to because technology
continues to evolve and drive our behaviour. Thanks to Google,
search engine optimisation (SEO) is also changing. Here are
seven game-changing SEO trends to watch.

Mobile optimisation
Online searches are increasingly conducted on mobile
phones. In response, Google rolled out their mobile-first
index last year. Google rankings now heavily depend on a
quality user experience (UX) on mobile devices. Make sure
you have a mobile-friendly version of your website, as it
will soon take priority over desktop versions for indexing
and ranking.

Voice search optimisation

For more
information, go to
gullanandgullan.com

The shift to mobile as the primary search device is driving
the demand for voice search functionality. It is estimated
that 50% of searches will be spoken queries by 2020. What
does that mean for SEO? For starters, a more human
approach to content creation and keywords. Users will
search it like they say it, which means keywords will
have to become more conversational, often phrased as
questions, not statements.

User intent optimisation
User intent and voice search optimisation goes hand in
hand as users can now clearly express their intent through
verbalised voice search queries. Whether typed or spoken,
user intent optimisation calls on marketers to think
‘human’ when creating content and analysing the potential
user intent behind keywords. Consider your own interests
and content preferences, how you would phrase a search
query, and what calls to action you are most likely to act on.

Video optimisation
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Video will continue to dominate and is estimated to
represent 82% of all internet traffic by 2021.Video quality is
becoming increasingly important, as is video optimisation
through engaging titles, keywords, descriptions, transcripts
and thumbnails. As the second largest search engine, a
YouTube presence is essential in getting your brand front
and centre.

Structured data mark-up
Structured data mark-up is a way of formatting HTML
– an extra layer of coding – to tell search engines how to
interpret your website content. With Google taking AI to
the next level, structured data will become vital for AI to
effectively process content within context and deliver rich
results. It can be implemented for page elements from
organisations, people, products and services, to events,
places, addresses and reviews.

Featured snippets
Snippets refer to the short summary of information that
appear with search engine results. But not all summaries
are made equal – some are more relevant, answering user
queries directly, and are therefore featured at the top of
Google’s organic results. Featured snippets can increase
brand exposure and click-through rates. Getting featured
requires crafted content that answers one or multiple
queries directly.

Blockchain for SEO
Bitcoin might have taken a dive but blockchain technology
is alive and well with near-endless potential uses,
including making the internet more secure and refining
online marketing. Although blockchain SEO is still a
developing field, it may soon be integrated into websites to
authenticate clicks, reduce advertising fraud, verify product
integrity, and build trust.
Text | Supplied Photography | Shutterstock

REAL lion sanctuaries don’t allow human-animal interaction!
DON’T participate in cub petting or lion walking tours –
it is part of a cruel industry.
Find out the truth: Search "Lion Exploitation" when you land.
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FINANCE

Patience
pays off
When the market faces times of trouble,
heed these words of wisdom, let it be
The last quarter of 2018 can be described as the worst
period that investors have experienced since the global
meltdown of the financial markets in 2008/9. When these
moments of market correction occur, astute investors sit
tight while others panic and make irrational decisions.
Grant Lister is a
consultant with
Alexander Forbes
Private Wealth.

As markets are rising, our emotions are that of relief,
thrill and euphoria. However, when the markets start
to fall, we get anxious, experiencing emotions such
as denial, fear, depression and panic – and then we
capitulate and move our money into ‘safe’ assets,
such as cash. Then, as the markets swing back, we are
caught in a low growth fund at what should be the
point of highest potential for earning.

Duration neglect is the behaviour that only
remembers the recent events and not the whole
duration of the investment. It is the psychological
observation that people's judgments of the
unpleasantness of painful experiences depend very
little on the duration of those experiences.
The typical comment is that: “I have lost money.”
Well, have you really? Since the time you invested to
the present, are you negative or positive? If you are a
long-term investor and have been in the market for
the past five years, you most certainly have made
money and not lost it. Is your emotion only based on
the past few months?
We tend to make judgments on the state of the
markets based on recent events. There has been a
major pull-back in the JSE over the past quarter,
which makes investors forget the last – positive – 10
years of returns. Our decision-making is based on the
negative emotions recently experienced.

Loss aversion
Loss aversion is a tendency in behavioural finance
where investors are fearful of losses and try to avoid
losses more so than they tend to focus on making
gains. For example, it is better to not lose R1,000 than it
is to gain R1,000. The more you experience losses, the
more likely you are going to be prone to loss aversion.
Interestingly, it’s been shown that investors feel the
pain of loss between 2 and 2.5 times as much as they
enjoyed equivalent gains.
More often than not, investors find themselves buying
high and selling low. And when the market starts selling
off sharply, investors will panic, move their investments
to cash, and sit on the sidelines. Unfortunately, some
of the biggest one-day upswings in the market occur
during these volatile periods.
If an investor stayed fully invested in the market
from 1995 through to 2015, they would've had a 9.85%
annualised return. However, if trading resulted in them
missing just the 10 best days during that same period,
then those annualised returns would collapse to 6.1%.
That is a result of missing just 10 days in 20 years.
Balanced asset allocation elevates a lot of this anxiety.
Having your funds negatively correlated to each other
will smooth out some of these bumps. Shares, cash,
bonds and property – with a healthy global exposure –
will provide a platform for above average returns.
Check your emotions before making a financial
decision. Remember it is about time in the markets,
and not timing the markets.
Text | Grant Lister Photography | Khaoniewping
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WE FREIGHT MUCH MORE
THAN CARGO.
We freight your big idea internationally.
We freight your company’s expansion into new markets.
We freight your country’s economic development.

Flying to more than 55 routes in Southern Africa and many more worldwide (with
our partners), we can take whatever you need, wherever it needs to be. Directly.
And we’ll do it all with care, with expertise and with decades of experience.
Unlock new opportunities in 2019 with the freedom to freight and experience
Airlink Cargo, a catalyst for African growth.
Contact us on: +27 (0) 10 880 3631/2/3 or
customercare@airlinkcargo.co.za or airlinkcargo.co.za
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SERVICE

over contact centres. There are two ways of responding
to this – use cloud technology to increase the flexibility
of your contact centre capacity, and/or inform customers
what is going on over their preferred channel before
they have to tell you (so – proactive contact).
There are three linked trends that continue to gain
momentum in this area.

Personalisation

Growing the
‘me’conomy
Discover new ways to find out what
customers want – and deliver it

The business weather forecast for this year contains
plenty of VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity and
ambiguity). Although that particular abbreviation always
puts me in mind of a nasty wart on my foot, it is likely that
the coming months will feature misty uncertainty and bouts
of turbulence. And customer experience isn’t going to be
immune to this foray into the storm.
Dr Nicola Millard is
head of customer
insight and features
at BT. Go to
globalservices.bt.com
for more information.
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Customer expectations of service have been rising for
a number of years now but there is little evidence that
these high expectations are being met under ‘normal’
circumstances. Could a shock to the system cause
companies to step up to the plate? Or could a sudden
rise in costs start a race to the bottom?
Supply chains are most vulnerable to VUCA conditions.
Unexpected delays can cause a high-pressure system

This relies on the ‘me’conomy, as customers share their
data to get a more personalised experience. Since it is a
value exchange, customers are likely to want to know
what’s in it for them. If sharing data doesn’t make things
quicker, easier or cheaper, they aren’t likely to share it in
the first place. Similarly, if they don’t think their personal
data is secure, they won’t part with it. Of course,
personalisation is just the start of the ‘me’conomy
continuum. Understanding who the customer is and
what they are likely to want leads to better proactive
contact. Then, as the algorithms really kick in, we can
predict what customers want before they even know.
This can get creepy – there is a fine line between a
butler and a stalker. This is a particularly thorny issue for
the future of the Internet of Things. If I think all of my
devices are talking about me behind my back, I am likely
to switch them off.

Chatbots
We are at peak hype-cycle with chatbots at the
moment. Customer expectations are high (BT research
suggested that 73% of customers expect bots to
improve the customer experience). The reality is far
from the expectation in many cases. There are some
good bots out there – typically those that don’t claim
to do everything, work on a deep and narrow data set
and connect customers to human contact channels
seamlessly if they fail. There are also some spectacularly
bad (or inappropriately deployed) bots out there. Rather
than deploying a chatbot because “everyone else is
doing it”, consider the outcomes you want from them –
better customer experience, easy interactions, freeing up
human agents’ time for more complex contact.

Data
Algorithms don’t work by magic, they work using data.
The problem is that enterprise data are notoriously
messy, inconsistent, volatile and, potentially, biased.
Getting your data sorted out can be both hard work
and extremely costly – but it is a precursor to making
chatbots and the ‘me’conomy work.
Text | Nicola Millard Photography | Black Salmon
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A major

uprising

Author Hermann Giliomee takes an analytical look at the
dramatic ascent and possible disappearance of the Afrikaner
A major uprising broke out in South Africa in 1984, and
the turmoil did not subside until the government proclaimed
a nationwide state of emergency in 1986. Thousands were
detained without trial. In his ill-fated ‘Rubicon speech’, held
on 16 August 1985, [President PW] Botha rejected the
unconditional release of Nelson Mandela, who had become
the focus of the worldwide campaign against apartheid.

The Rise & Demise
of the Afrikaners by
Hermann Giliomee
is published by
Tafelberg and is
available now. This
excerpt is published
by permission.
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He made it appear as if Mandela and his comrades had
been motivated solely by communist convictions in the
early 1960s. There was no reference to grievances that
were widely considered legitimate, and he presented
no evidence that Mandela was indeed a communist.
More than anything, this speech and the rejection
of the demand for Mandela’s release destroyed the
government’s credibility as an agent of substantial reform.
President Botha had to accept that the state was
no longer able to force blacks to participate in the
institutions the government had unilaterally created. It
had become necessary to talk to the leadership of the
ANC. The government’s secret polls showed that the
movement enjoyed the support of at least 60% of the
population.
Mandela knew from the early 1960s that overthrowing
white rule by means of insurrection was impossible and
that only in negotiations could whites be persuaded to
cede power and live under a democratic system in which
their rights were guaranteed. To prepare himself for such
negotiations, he learnt Afrikaans in prison and studied
Afrikaner history. He told his Afrikaner interlocutors
in prison that he saw distinct similarities between the
Afrikaner struggle for freedom in the very first years of
the twentieth century and the black struggle for freedom.
The electorate, however, was far from ready to embark
on a radical change. A large proportion rejected the
conventional form of majority rule on which the ANC
insisted. A poll conducted in 1988 among whites in the
Witwatersrand area, the biggest urban conglomeration,
listed five political preferences for a new constitution.

Only 11% of white English-speakers as against 3%
of Afrikaners endorsed the option of ‘a single mixed
parliament with the majority in control’.
In 1988 Botha instructed Niël Barnard, head of the
National Intelligence Service (NIS), assisted by three
other senior civil servants, to discuss the possibility of
a negotiated settlement with Mandela. Forty-eight such
meetings took place. Barnard reported back to Botha
after each session. When Barnard’s team raised the issue
of Mandela’s alleged sympathy for communism and his
refusal to break with the Communist Party, Mandela
replied that while in his youth he had found aspects of
communism attractive, he was not a communist. Yet he
refused to break with the SACP, the ANC’s main ally: “If
I desert them now, who have been in the struggle with
me all these years, what sort of ally would I be to you
or to the government?” He answered his own question:
“[People] would say that Mandela is a man who turns
the way the wind blows; he is not to be trusted.” It was a
shrewd answer that was difficult to counter.
The officials also explored other issues. Was the ANC
genuinely interested in a peaceful settlement? Mandela
made it clear that majority rule was non-negotiable, but
added that the new system had to be balanced and had
to ensure white domination would not be replaced by
black domination. “Minorities have a legitimate interest
in security,” he said.
Mandela kept pressing for a meeting with the
President, and Botha finally agreed. Prior to the meeting
Mandela wrote to Botha that one of the key points in
future negotiations would be “the [ANC] demand for

majority rule in a unitary state and the concern of white
South Africa over this demand, as well as the insistence
on structural guarantees that majority rule will not
mean the domination of the white minority by blacks.”
He continued: “The most crucial task which will face the
government and the ANC will be to reconcile these two
positions. Such reconciliation will be achieved only if
both parties are willing to compromise.”

Presidents past and future
On 5 July 1989 the meeting between Botha and Mandela
took place in the President’s office. Botha had suffered
a stroke a few months earlier. By all accounts he was no
longer the same man as before. By meeting Mandela,
Botha clearly wanted to signal to his cabinet that he
was still in charge. In his autobiography Mandela wrote
about his meeting with Botha: “He completely disarmed
me. He was unfailingly courteous, deferential and
friendly.” When I interviewed Mandela early in 1992, he
told me that a stranger would not have been able to tell
who the prisoner was and who the president. “We met
as equals,” he recounted.
Mandela told me, as well as several other people,
that one of the greatest disappointments in his life
was having to negotiate with De Klerk rather than
Botha. After 1994 Mandela continued to speak
highly of Botha while frequently criticising De Klerk,
sometimes unfairly. The main reason was that Mandela
and De Klerk were competitors for electoral support
and the international limelight. Another reason was
the difference in age. Mandela and Botha were of the

same age while De Klerk was nearly 20 years younger.
Having been Minister of Defence before he became
leader, Botha embodied the military’s toughness
and discipline. De Klerk, by contrast, could easily
be mistaken for a professor of law, which he nearly
became, or a modern-day bureaucrat.
We shall never know all that was said at the meeting
between Botha and Mandela because Barnard gave
orders that the tapes of the meeting had to be destroyed.
Botha was furious when he discovered this, but it was
clearly the sensible thing to do because Mandela had
not been informed that the meeting was being taped.
Barnard’s account of the meeting, based on his notes,
showed that the meeting was very cordial and that no
substantial issue was discussed, except the release of
one of Mandela’s fellow prisoners.
Botha did not discard his original views about the
nature of the insurrection that Mandela had plotted
way back in 1960. Interviewed in 1995, he said that
Mandela“was led into this affair by the communists and
international forces.”
He seemed to suggest Mandela was manipulated
by these forces. He told the interviewer that he had
warned Mandela against the dangers of international
Marxism and communism. It would be unwise to
describe Botha’s musings as those of an anachronistic
Cold War warrior. An informed observer like Barnard
has stated recently: “Mandela totally underestimated
the influence of the SACP.”

The Afrikaanse
Taalmonument
(opened in 1975) in
Paarl commemorated
the semicentenary
of Afrikaans being
declared an official
South African langauge.

Text | Hermann Giliomee Photography | LMspencer
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A consuming

circumstance
Eating disorders, which are real illnesses that don’t discriminate on race or
class, have little to do with vanity and can have lifelong after-effects

Anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and binge-eating disorder are ‘silent diseases’ that impact on
sufferers’ physical health and quality of life, their ability to function in daily life and their relationships with
family and friends. Anorexia nervosa has the highest death rate of all mental health conditions.
Professor Christopher
Paul Szabo is currently
the Head of Department
of Psychiatry at the
University of the
Witwatersrand and
Head of Clinical
Department at Charlotte
Maxeke Johannesburg
Academic Hospital.
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The spotlight has recently turned onto the role of social
media, such as photo-sharing platform Instagram, with
calls from eating disorder experts and support organisations
to clamp down on images and posts glamourising eating
disorders following the company’s agreement in February
this year to remove images of self-harm.
The South African Society of Psychiatrists (SASOP) said
media stereotypes of beauty and ‘ideal’ body types had
long been implicated as contributing to eating disorders,
especially for those already vulnerable or at risk.
SASOP member Prof Christopher Paul Szabo, a leading
expert on eating disorders, said there was a ‘real vs ideal’
disconnect between average body sizes and types in real
life versus the often-unattainable ideals portrayed in the
media and by social media users.
“This potentially creates incorrect perceptions that being
underweight, meaning below healthy norms, is desirable
and contributes to the unhealthy attitudes and behaviours
around weight, food, dieting and body image that are
central to eating disorders,”he said.
Szabo said the causes of eating disorders were complex
and their treatment was specific to each individual. While
body image concerns were central, eating disorders
were also “powerful indicators of distress that goes
beyond food and body issues alone. Every sufferer has an
individual story”.
He warned that dieting should be added to the list of
risky behaviours for teenagers, along with the more usual
concerns of unprotected sex and abuse of drugs and
alcohol, especially when there was no clear health reason
for dieting.
Broadly defined as unhealthy preoccupation with eating,
food, weight, exercise or body image – together with

behaviours such as restriction of intake, excessive exercise,
binge eating or purging – that impacts on quality of life
and the ability to function in daily life, eating disorders are
most prevalent in teenage and young adult women.
There are also increasing concerns for pre-teens, with
the physical changes of puberty such as increased body
fat and girls maturing at younger ages interacting with
social pressures for ‘thinness’ and dieting, creating a risk
for eating disorders to develop.
Prof Szabo said his research since the early 1990s had
found that eating disorders affected both black and
white young women – resulting in similar behaviours
and attitudes irrespective of race – and weren’t limited to
urban or ‘Western’ settings. This mirrored findings in other
African countries and other societies undergoing social
and political changes.
He said it was important for families, schools and medical
professionals to be aware that eating disorders were
possible in all cultures, socio-economic groups and races,
so that symptoms weren’t dismissed or misdiagnosed, and
sufferers could get help.

Equal opportunity condition
Prof Szabo said the stereotype of eating disorders being
limited to females was also changing – teenage boys
and young men are increasingly at risk due to pressures
to achieve perceived ideal male body types, usually
involving exercise to lose weight and build muscle.
This leads to possible excessive exercise and the
use of nutritional supplements (or anabolic steroids,
or both) to replace healthy eating habits, he said,
but cautioned that there could also be underlying
medical conditions and that medical professionals

should be careful of assuming an eating disorder diagnosis
before excluding other possibilities.
The root causes of eating disorders are complex, but often
linked to the pressures of contemporary life and culture,
“with the body as the vehicle for expression of conflicts
of identity,” Szabo said, adding that “the causes are best
understood as an interaction between the individual and
their environment.”
Perfectionism is a personality trait associated with eating
disorders, but not exclusively so, he said, and combined
with a preoccupation with diet and exercise regimens
should be an early warning signal.
The role of parents and family in the development of eating
disorders has been highly controversial and can contribute
to the guilt associated with eating disorders, but Szabo said
no specific causal relationship had been identified.
However, he said families should pay as much attention to
healthy father-daughter relationships as to the relationship
of mother and daughters. Unrealistic expectations of
high achievement or perfection from either parent were
associated with feelings of guilt and shame that could
potentially lead to expression in eating disorders.
Further possible precipitants of eating disorders can
often be linked to stresses such as changes in family
circumstances, abusive situations (either directly or
witnessing abuse), or pressures to perform in school or
sport, leading to feelings of a lack of control or disrupting
the sufferer’s sense of self-esteem and self-worth.
The area of eating and body becomes the one place

where the sufferer feels in control over their emotions and
circumstances.
Szabo said concerns around weight – especially when
a person’s perception of being overweight didn’t match
their actual weight – and a history or preoccupation with
dieting, and their weight and eating habits dominating
conversation, were warning signals of an eating disorder.

Looking for help
On treating eating disorders, Szabo said treatment
generally needed the help of a specialist in eating disorders
as sufferers tended to deny there was anything wrong and
to resist treatment. However, the family physician was
often the starting point.
Unlike many psychiatric conditions where medication
is the primary method of treatment, eating disorders are
treated with a combination of psychotherapy, usually
also involving therapy sessions for parents and family, as
well as nutrition or dietary counselling. Medication may
be prescribed to treat related symptoms such as sleeping
problems, anxiety or mood disorders.
Treatment for anorexia could include hospitalisation,
with a focus on nutrition counselling and weight
restoration, which has been proven to aid also in
improvement in overall psychological and emotional
health. Hospitalisation may also be a requirement in
certain instances for bulimia nervosa.

It is important for
families, schools and
medical professionals
to be aware that
eating disorders are
possible in all cultures,
socio-economic
groups and races.
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Never again
Johannesburg museum teaches
essential lessons from our shared dark history

The opening of a major new museum should be a huge deal, particularly when the theme speaks
to some moments in history when humanity revealed its worst qualities. The Johannesburg Holocaust
and Genocide Centre in Forest Town is an institution that explores the concept of genocide in general –
one of the facts you may learn there is that the word ‘genocide’ didn’t even exist until it was coined by
Holocaust survivor Raphael Lemkin in the 1940s – and of the Holocaust and the Rwanda genocide in
detail (touching on, among other events, the Herero and Nama genocide in what is now Namibia and the
Armenian Christian genocide).
For more details and
visiting hours for
the Johannesburg
Holocaust and Genocide
Centre (1 Duncombe
Road, Forest Town), go
to jhbholocaust.co.za.

The Centre’s founder and director is Tali Nates, whose
father survived four concentration camps before being
among the group of captors saved by Oskar Schindler.
That incredible story is just one example of the narratives
the museum is aiming to showcase. As Nates puts it:
“The sharing of stories is the bedrock of what we do.
This is a space of dialogue and interaction. The huge
windows around the permanent exhibition space are
symbolic: genocide doesn’t happen in the dark, out of
sight. It happens when the neighbours are watching.”

Local links
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One of the standout features of the Centre relative to
other exhibitions of similar materials is that, as well as
going into riveting detail, the design and curation team
of Lauren Segal and Clive van den Berg have done an
incredible job of presenting a huge amount of content
in an absorbing way – the displays are filled with South
African stories. It sounds counter-intuitive to desire local
references when exploring international tragedies, but
discovering that people who escaped the horrors of a
Nazi death camp made it to Johannesburg and may

have lived in your suburb, or known some of the same
people you know, powerfully brings home that, though
there are so many huge numbers involved, genocide is
not about statistics. It is about the obliteration of love,
relationships, culture, potential and so much more.
One particularly poignant exhibition features a violin
made in 1792 that survived the raids and destruction
of Kristallnacht, when the Nazis terrorised Jewish
communities all over Germany and Austria. The violin
made it to South Africa intact when its Jewish owner
escaped her homeland, to be enjoyed and to play a role
in the creation of art and beauty when she played it in
Johannesburg.
A visit to the Centre is a sobering but profound
experience. Prioritise the recently opened permanent
exhibition, but also look out for temporary exhibitions,
which are changed periodically to reflect current affairs
or the work of scholars, foundations, photographers and
other contributors studying genocide, xenophobia and
related subject matter.
Text | Bruce Dennill Photography | Supplied
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Moms
on the
move
Travel for working mothers
comes with challenges, but
assistance is available

Working moms need to balance
important strategy meetings with the
mayhem of back-to-school. They need to be
experts at dealing with over-the-top emotions
with calm composure whether faced with a
disgruntled CEO or a three-year-old not wanting
to eat his or her greens. It’s daunting having to juggle
a successful career with a busy household. When you
throw a business trip into the mix the challenges become
almost insurmountable.
For more information,
go to flightcentre.co.za.
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Ditch the guilt
Whether you’re a seasoned road warrior or embarking
on your first business trip, the feelings of guilt and
worry can be overwhelming.
ESPN commentator Sage Steel, who often travels for
her demanding job, said in a blog: “The night before I
leave for a work trip, at least one of my three kids gets
upset. I thought it would get easier over time and as
they got older, and in some ways it has, but it's still
hard for them to say goodbye, even if it's just for a day.
Through the years, I've experienced just about every
emotion, with guilt being at the top of the list.”
Mommy guilt is a real thing, but the latest research
shows that there's no need for working moms to feel
guilty.
A study by Kathleen McGinn and her colleagues
for Harvard Business School purports that working
mothers are more likely to raise successful daughters
and caring, empathetic sons.
In the study, McGinn reassures working mothers
that they're doing the family a great service as she
notes: "There's a lot of potential guilt about having
both parents working outside the home. However, this

research says to us, not only are you helping your family
economically – and helping yourself professionally and
emotionally if you have a job you love – but you're also
helping your kids."
Dr Laura Kastner, psychologist and author of Getting
to Calm: Cool-Headed Strategies For Parenting Tweens And
Teens, explains that guilt is a negative emotion that will
not help yourself or your kids.
“Remember that parents telegraph to their kids their
feelings, spoken or not. Our brains are open Wi-Fi
systems. If you feel guilty, sad and despairing, they will
know it. Moreover, perhaps they will feel even more
insecure with your travel, even if you are terrific at
communication upkeep, keeping it to a minimum and
spending great times with them when you are home.
If you are spilling out your guilt, go see a professional
because it is hurting everyone.”

Make sure you stay safe
Worrying about your kids' emotional wellbeing while
you're away is challenging enough without you having
to fear for your own safety.

Research done by the Global
Business Travel Association
recently revealed a fastdeveloping irony: awareness of the risks faced
by female travellers in
general
and
female
business travellers, in
particular, has never
been higher. However,
only 18% of corporate
travel policies specifically
address matters related
to the safety needs of
female business travellers.
Professional travel management companies can help
mitigate these fears in terms of
choosing safe lodging options
and reliable ground transfers.

Book in advance and put
together a family calendar
In a recent UK survey aimed at female
business travellers, 40% of women said they
preferred to arrange their travel between two
weeks and a month in advance. The reason for this
is that it allows travelling moms sufficient time to
organise childcare and prepare everything at home.
Not only does booking in advance help working
mothers arrange things at home, but it also helps
save money, with a company able to save up to 21%
of its travel spend by booking flights in advance.
Business travellers can pay up to 200% more for
airfares purchased one day out from travel.

Delegate travel arrangements
to the professionals
Making arrangements for lift clubs, school lunches
and homework supplies while away on business
keeps moms busy, so delegate the nitty gritty of
travel arrangements instead.
Organising flights, hotel bookings, airport transfers,
lounge passes, insurance, car rental and loyalty points,
as well as dealing with any problems that may arise,
takes a lot of time.
Research done by Flight Centre Business Travel
shows that travel arrangements for almost 45% of all
business trips are changed at least once. Managing
these changes – and the effect they have on every
other arrangement made – can be a nightmare if
you’re not a travel expert.

Keep in contact with home
through technology
Travelling mothers across the world agree:
technology has made it easy to jump on a video
conference to talk to loved ones. Even a short video
call to say hi, ask about the kids’ day and blow them
air kisses can make all the difference.
Kastner advises it’s a good idea to use your child’s
favourite social media avenue for connection.
“For small children, it will be some kind of video,
like Facetime, Skype or Zoom. For teens, it will be
Instagram, text, or Facetime if you're lucky.”
She warns, however, that connecting with older
kids can be tricky. “Just like college kids, teens at
home are tricky communication partners. You need
to accommodate their schedules, moods and need
for independence. They resent accommodating
yours. Don't expect empathy about your travel
schedule, but humbly assert yourself about your
needs and insistence on some connection mode,”
she says.
Once you have found the right way of
communicating, it's vital that the technology is
available to help you connect. Innovations like the
SmartSTAY programme offer numerous perks such
as reliable and free Wi-Fi at your hotel.

Bring the kids along or enjoy
some me-time
Although this isn’t always possible, taking the kids
along and enjoying a few days’ ‘bleisure’ after your
conference or meetings is a great way to leverage being
a working mom. Even if you can’t take your little ones
along, it’s still a great idea to view some of the sights
or take time to explore a local restaurant. Parenting is
a full-time job and one where moms rarely get time
to themselves. If you need to be away from the kids,
make the best of it.

Worrying about your
kids' emotional
wellbeing while you're
away is challenging
enough without you
having to fear for
your own safety.

Don’t forget your partner
While getting caught up in trying to get the balance
between the needs of your career and your kids, it’s
important not to neglect your partner, warns Kastner.
She says: “Partners at home need nurturing too.
Moms tend to worry more about insufficient nurturing
of children than spouses. And yet more damage to
children can come from that family system upset than
from short parent-child time. Children are like little
fish in a tank – if the family ecosystem isn't thriving,
neither will the child.”
Text | Supplied Photography | Dmytro Zinkevych
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Trekking and
technology
Business travellers are likely to experience new
trends, including plastic-free airplanes, electric
flights, micro-hotels and chatbots this year
Oz Desai is the General
Manager of Corporate
Traveller. Go to
corporatetraveller.co.za
for more information.

Micro-hotels and airport sleep capsules
Some hotels have decided that travel has become needlessly
complicated and have introduced micro-hotels for travellers
wanting a small, comfortable place to rest their heads. Last
year, Yotel opened outposts with rooms as small as 7m2
in Istanbul Airport. Similar micro-hotels are popping up
around the world.
Even smaller sleeping areas with a new prototype
airpod sleep capsule trialled in Europe last year, aimed
at travellers needing a power nap when flights are
delayed or when facing a long layover. The units feature
ergonomically designed seats that convert into beds,
complimentary high-speed Wi-Fi, air conditioning and
air purifiers, power sockets, luggage storage and flight
status screens.

Plastic-free flights
Companies are becoming creative in order to help reduce
the amount of plastic they use, introducing alternatives such
as bamboo straws, paper grocery bags and reusable water

bottles. At the end of 2018, the world witnessed the first
‘plastic-free’ flight when Portuguese airline Hi Flyer replaced
plastic cutlery and containers with bamboo and compostable
alternatives made from recycled materials.
Ryanair has pledged its flight will be (single-use) plasticfree by 2023, part of a five-year plan to become “the greenest
airline.”

A suitcase that follows you around
Do you hate dragging a heavy bag around the airport? A
Chinese company has invented the first AI-powered suitcase,
Rover Speed, that follows passengers around. The creation
uses obstacle-avoidance technology that prevents it from
crashing into things and sends a message to a smartphone
when it finds itself more than 2m away from its owner.
Whether you're roaming the duty-free store or rushing to
catch a flight, this suitcase will be right there with you.

Why roll the dice…

when we can give you certainty
RELIABLE PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
for all your energy needs

www.zestweg.com

The Henn-na Hotel in Japan has taken the technology a
step further. At check-in, a velociraptor greets guests at the
front desk. Check-in is performed using a touchscreen, while
a female android bats its eyelashes at visitors. In the room,
by face recognition, another robot named Churi San can be
used to control heating, lighting, provide a weather forecast,
and sing at a guest's request.

A chatbot at your beck and call

Electric aircraft
Rolls-Royce is working on a design for the world’s fastest allelectric aircraft. The ACCEL will be a zero-emissions plane
that’s capable of speeds of 485km/h, which would make it
the speediest all-electric aircraft in history. A team of British
designers, engineers and data specialists recruited from
Rolls-Royce and other companies are working on the plane,
which they hope will be ready to make its debut in 2020.

The rise of the robot hotel concierge
The dawn of the robot butler has arrived. Several hotel
chains have been testing the technology, and the consensus
is that robots provide a positive experience for guests.
Last year, Hilton introduced Connie. Connie is a concierge
that is able to inform guests about nearby places of interest,
plus she provides dining recommendations and general
information about the hotel.

You are about to fly to France, and your boss has asked for
a draft of the presentation you thought you would complete
on the plane. But you still have a sales meeting to attend,
your partner wants to go out for dinner, and you haven't
packed yet. At this point, a chatbot comes alive on your
phone: "Air France is open for online check-in. Would you
like your reference number?" The chatbot automatically
populates the mobile check-in with your data and gives you
a handy weather update: it's unseasonably cold in Paris.
SAM, or the Smart Assist Mobile application, is a chatbot
developed by FCM Travel Solutions that can do just that.
SAM and other AI solutions are still evolving. Still, this
friendly travel bot is already simplifying and enhancing the
travel experience for corporate travellers today.
Some of these innovations, such as robot concierges
and automated suitcases, are exciting developments, but
technological innovations are not limited to just this. Expect
innovations to continue to have a far-reaching impact on
business travel in the years ahead. Advances in technology
have unlocked a deeper understanding of how people
search, book and experience travel and have therefore made
business travel more streamlined and more personalised.

Rolls-Royce is
working on a design
for the world’s fastest
all-electric aircraft.

Text | Oz Desai Photography | Supplied

Stay grounded
and let gravity lead the way
KEY BENEFITS
■

■

■
■

The modular REFLUX™ Classifier
technology enables processing plants
to handle varying feed conditions in coal
and mineral processing applications.

Discover how we can help you achieve
sustainable productivity enhancements.
WE DISCOVER POTENTIAL

Handles varying feed
conditions
Higher separation
efficiency leads to
higher recovery
Compact footprint
Modular design yields
easier assembly

South Africa
Tel: +27 (0)10 210 4000
E-mail: flsm-za@flsmidth.com
www.flsmidth.com

business trade | industry

TRAVEL

Taking tasks
on tour
Corporate travel, arranged badly, can be a nightmare

There’s nothing better than travelling for work, right? What can be more fun than taking an allexpenses paid trip, living it up in luxury hotels with complimentary room service, only to head out for a
night on the town exploring the best bars your temporary home has on offer?
Unfortunately, business travel is not always as glamourous as you think. Here are eight sure ways to
mess up a business trip, along with some solutions to planning the trip better.

your business trip at
1Planning
the last minute

Sometimes you find out about a fantastic opportunity late
in the game. An overseas conference you've been invited
to, a potential client that you need to win over urgently,
a partnership opportunity that's better dealt with in
person. But, if you leave confirming meeting details too
late, this can lead to a few issues.
There’s nothing worse than to realise your
client has forgotten that meeting for which
you just travelled 10 hours by plane. It
sounds obvious, but re-confirming
dates and times a few days prior can
save you time and embarrassment.
The client's not always to blame,
either. Business travellers get
important details wrong sometimes.
Imagine rocking up to an empty industry
event, realising you're a whole week
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early (suddenly, it makes sense why your nearby
accommodation was so cheap).
Travel mix-ups happen to the best of us. Work with a
dedicated travel manager to avoid those slip-ups.

2 Booking the cheapest flights

Ever heard the saying: you get what you pay for? It
is no different with airlines. Picture waking up at 3am,
rushing to the airport for a conference in Johannesburg,
only to see 'cancelled' next to your flight code. You
approach the helpdesk to see if you can get another flight,
but the best they can do is something in five hours’ time.
By then, you'll have missed the event you paid to attend.
Always fly with trusted airlines with which you have
corporate agreements in place.

3 Not having a clear packing list

One of the best ways to ensure your luggage arrives
with you is to fit everything in your carry-on bag. This
might be tricky, but it saves the frustration of watching
bag after bag come out on the conveyor belt, only to
realise yours didn’t arrive – not the greatest scenario if
you’ve booked a meeting straight after your flight.
Be smart about what you pack, don’t leave things to the
last minute and be prepared. You don’t want to be the
traveller who arrives at their destination with their phone
on 2%, only to find their South African charger doesn't fit
foreign power outlets.
Chat to your travel consultant. They will be able to tell
you which amenities are available at your hotel. Ditching
a towel and unnecessary toiletries can make all the
difference when you’re running low on space. And if they
have an iron, you can be a little more liberal with packing
clothes for your business carry-on.

the red-eye flight without
4 Booking
accommodation

Sometimes red-eye flights can be a great option; they're
usually cheaper and less crowded. But a common mistake
for corporate travellers is not booking the previous nights'
accommodation when they get there.
If you land after midnight at your destination, your hotel
booking needs to cover the night before you arrive, not
the same day. Otherwise, you'll arrive at your hotel in the
early morning, tired and grumpy, only to find out that you
can't check in for another 12 hours.

5 Not booking the right hotel

When booking a hotel for business, some travellers
argue that waiting until the last minute offers a cheaper
rate. While true, this strategy also comes with a lot of
risks. For instance, you might have to travel over an hour

to get to a meeting, because nearby accommodation was
unavailable when you booked. Or worse, your only hotel
option isn't in a safe neighbourhood, making a suited-up
businessman a prime target.
After location, the next thing to check is those pesky
terms and conditions. If you're expecting free Wi-Fi, it's
wise to check that this extends to your hotel room and
not just the lobby. Another classic mishap is when 'late
check-out' refers to a generous 10:30am – a whole half
hour later than the norm.You’ll find yourself with hours to
kill before your flight and nowhere to store your luggage
or sleep before heading home.

6 Assuming you don't need a business visa

While it's usually a simple process, obtaining a
business visa for your trip can involve a little more than
your average holiday (for both you and your wallet).
Some countries require a formal invitation from the
business you'll be dealing with in your target country.
Other times, the purpose of your trip will suit the 'tourist'
category. Either way, it's best to know these things before
you reach your departure gate and are denied entry.
To check if you need a business visa for an upcoming
work trip, speak to a travel professional.

Oz Desai is the General
Manager at Corporate
Traveller. For more
information, go to
corporatetraveller.co.za.

checking your business phone plan
7 Not
before you leave

Surviving on dodgy, infrequent Wi-Fi might be possible
on a leisure holiday – the lack of screen time even
becomes refreshing after a while – but this is not the case
for business travellers.
From contacting colleagues back home to missing
last-minute meeting changes abroad, having an up-todate business phone plan can make or break your trip.
That said, not being aware of your phone provider’s data
and usage charges can be a sure-fire way to end up with
an astronomical phone bill. Your boss might not be too
happy expensing that one on the company’s account.

to leave leisure time until
8 Forgetting
the end of your business trip

Do you have a work trip to London? Why wouldn’t you
take annual leave a week prior and enjoy the beaches
of Portugal? The answer is: because you’ll become a bit
too relaxed. Remember all those nights spent preparing
before you left? You won’t when you arrive at your
meeting, and details from your carefully curated business
plan are replaced with a peeling nose and rosy face from
your pre-work vacation. Rather plan a few days’ holiday
after you’ve concluded your business meetings.
Text | Oz Desai Photography | Fred Johnson
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Mango
de Tzondzo

Tel: +27 79 039 0824 ⎜ E-mail: booking@mangodetzondzo.com
A modern, clean and well-appointed self-catering beachfront house overlooking the Indian Ocean. From the upstairs patio, you can
see the start of the Bazaruto Archipelago, with both Paradise and Bazaruto islands visible.
In season, humpback whales, dolphins and turtles are encountered while out at sea. A great deep-sea fishing offering includes, among
others, yellowfin tuna, sailfish, marlin, mackerel and bonito.
The house has a large dining area plus an upstairs and downstairs lounge area.
There are five double air-conditioned rooms, all en-suite. Each room has fitted cupboards, full-length mosquito nets, hair dryers and
wall-fitted fans (for times the generator is running). The sixth bedroom has three bunk beds and is also air-conditioned.
Linen is supplied for all rooms.
A large, well-equipped kitchen has a gas hob and oven, dishwasher, washing machine, ice maker and two large fridges. There are two
additional minus-40 fridges and two deep freezers available. Additionally, there is a large braai and a smaller Weber.
In front of the house, in the huge garden, is a great fibreglass pool offering respite from the midday heat.
The house is wheelchair-friendly for access and the downstairs double bedroom is disabled-friendly.
The house has a large generator for back-up power, which is capable of running the essentials in the house like plug points for fridges,
deep freezers and fans when the EDM power drops out.
The property is accessed by a dirt road behind the sand dunes, which is about eight to 10 minutes’ drive from Inhassoro centre. A 4x4
vehicle is recommended.
A management team look after the house and are available to assist with arranging additional services such as home help, cleaners,
maids and so on at an additional cost. Be sure to establish the additional costs for each service you request.
Andre at the Deli and Butchery (andre@dk1.co.za, +25 884 423 8621) is happy to take orders and have them ready for your
collection as you pass through town.
Charles Lee of Marlin Fishing Charters has competitive rates and great experience
(+25 884 706 6784) and can arrange other excursions to the islands and snorkelling areas.

26/28 Mpezeni Avenue, Kitwe, Zambia
+260 212 224 266 | 260 212 230 389
reservations@mukwalodge.com
www.mukwalodge.com
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YOUR GATEWAY TO THE
OKAVANGO DELTA
Maun Lodge is a 140 room hotel oﬀering
diﬀerent styles of accommodation that cater
for both international, local tourists and
people visiting Maun on business. With
Various dining options and conference
facilities on oﬀer, which can seat up to 500
delegates. Maun Lodge aims to meet the
best standards and has quickly become a ﬁrst
choice for the diverse market, from local
government oﬃcials, residence and to
international tourists.

CONTACT US
Land Line: +267 686 3939
Fax:+267 686 3969
Email: maun.lodge@info.bw
Visit us: www.maunlodge.com

FOLLOW US ON
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business. leisure.
luxury
Masa Square Hotel situated in the
cosmopolitan Masa Piazza, offers
an array of luxury accommodation,
conferencing, entertainment
facilities, restaurants and roof top
pool bar in the heart of
Gaborone’s CBD.

CONTACT US: +267 315 9954
info@masasquarehotel.com
www.masasquarehotel.com

LUSH COMFORT
MANAGED BY

IN THE HEART OF AFRICA

An authentic African adventures awaits at Chobe Marina Lodge,
offering luxury accommodation, conferencing facilities and a
myriad of wildlife and cultural activities. Spectacularly situated on
the banks of the Chobe River within walking distance of Kasane
town centre and easy access to the renowned Chobe National
Park.

Go to our exciting website www.randcoin.co.za and
see our wide range of items listed there

1967 - 2017 50 years of the Krugerrand

1902 Z A R Veld Pond

OUR SELLING PRICES ARE REASONABLE
OUR BUYING PRICES ARE FAIR
KRUGERRANDS
SILVER BULLION
RARE GOLD COINS
CERTIFIED DIAMONDS

1 Kilogram

100 Grams
1 Ounce
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CONTACT US: +267 625 2221
res1@chobemarinalodge.com
www.chobemarinalodge.com

Unit 10 Netwater Place 252 Oak Avenue Ferndale Randburg Gauteng
Tel: + 27 (0)11 789 2233/4 Fax: + 27 (0)11 886 6404
email: marketing@randcoin.co.za
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Struggling with your golf swing?
PGA Professional and instructor

Gordon Millar
Call 082 957 3375
millargolf@gmail.com
www.aisj-jhb.com

Fourways, Midrand
Johannesburg
Offers lessons for:
Individual, Private,
Junior, Ladies Clinic, Chipping,
Pitching, Putting, Groups,
Couples, Corporate and
Video Analysis

1

The average number of
years a man will spend
staring at women in the
course of his life.

CALL: 021 888 4734 OR EMAIL: info@devonvale.co.za FOR ANY FURTHER INFORMATION
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Explore the Routes
Memories of the Northern Cape Province that will stay with you forever

SPECIFICALLY PACKAGED to give the visitor an easy do-it-yourself option to explore the province. Incredible year-round experiences
coupled with warm hospitality, the peace and tranquility offered by off-the-beaten track towns and villages as well as uninterrupted
spaces, allow visitors to recharge and reconnect with loved ones.
QUIVER TREE ROUTE
Named after the indigenous quiver tree,
the Kokerboom Food and Wine Route
stretches along the Gariep and includes
towns like Upington, Kakamas, Keimoes,
Augrabies, Marchand, Kanoneiland,
Kenhardt and Riemvasmaak. The
route will appeal to families as well
as adventure and adrenaline seekers.
Highlights include Augrabies Falls,
Riemvasmaak hot springs, river rafting,
fly fishing, kayaking and river cruises on
the Orange River, numerous 4x4, hiking
and MTB trails as well as excellent bird
watching.
Foodies will appreciate the typical
Northern Cape fare and produce
available from coffee shops, road stalls
and restaurants as well as wine tasting at
cellars along the route. Accommodation
ranges from luxurious guesthouses to
farm and community stay-overs.
Contact: +27 (0)84 244 4408
bookings@kokerboomroute.co.za

KALAHARI RED DUNE ROUTE
Discover the essence of the province in
the heart of the Kalahari. Golden dunes,
wide-open skies and flat-topped acacia
trees epitomise the Kalahari Red Dune
Route. Stretching from Upington right
to the Namibian border, visitors traverse
the villages of Ashkam, Groot and Klein

Follow us on:

Mier and Rietfontein. Adventure-loving
families and adrenaline seekers can
enjoy dune hikes at dawn, eagle- owl
encounters, sand duning and surfing
in the red sand, close encounters with
meerkats and guided walks with the
!Khomani San to rediscover the ancient
wisdom, customs and folklore of this
ancient tribe.
Contact: +27 (0)82 492 3469
lochmaree@absamail.co.za

RICHTERSVELD ROUTE
The Richtersveld is South Africa’s only
mountain desert and the route travels
along rugged gravel roads to quaint towns
such as Eksteensfontein, Sendelingsdrift,
Lekkersing, Kuboes and Sandrift. The
more challenging 4x4 routes in the /Ai/
Ais-Richtersveld Transfrontier Park or
in the Richtersveld World Heritage Area
are best explored in a well-equipped
SUV or bakkie. Pack comfortable hiking
boots, extra water and guidebooks and
set out along the 600 km Namaqua Eco
4x4 Route. The Orange River presents a
more leisurely pace with river rafting and
the best wilderness fly-fishing in South
Africa, while the entire Richtersveld is a
mountain biker’s dream. Follow in the
footsteps of a traditional goat herder
and learn about the lives of the nomads.

NorthernCapeTourism

In the villages, the locals will entertain
guests with storytelling and traditional
Nama step dancing upon request.
Contact +27 (0)78 874 1515
bokka.diepotlepel@gmail.com

NAMAQUA COASTAL ROUTE
The route includes hidden gems like
Garies, Kamieskroon, Hondeklip Bay,
Koiingnaas and Kleinzee. Dozens of
adventure and leisure options are
available, including the Namaqua
National Park, nature reserves, hidden
coastal hamlets and some of the most
remote hiking and 4x4 trails imaginable.
Go succulent sleuthing with a botanical
guide, hike the Springbok Klipkoppie
for a dose of Anglo-Boer War history,
enjoy stargazing, explore the countless
shipwrecks along the coast line or visit
Namastat, a traditional matjies-hut
village. Breath-taking scenes of the
Atlantic Ocean with sightings of dolphins
and whales combined with great vistas
of mountains and veld with endemic
wildlife makes travelling in this area
remarkable.

KAROO HIGHLANDS ROUTE
This route covers the southern part of
the province and the small Karoo towns
of Nieuwoudtville, Calvinia, Williston,
Sutherland, Fraserburg, Carnarvon,
Loxton and Victoria West and forms the
heart of the Great Karoo. Enjoy the peace
and tranquillity of the Karoo with its wide
open plains dotted with koppies (hills).
The area was named by the Khoi and San
people, who left their legacy as art on the
rocks. Explore many unique experiences
such as stargazing at the world’s largest
astronomical observatory at Sutherland,
the SKA radio telescopes in Carnarvon,
Karoo architecture and corbelled
houses, Anglo-Boer War sites, rock art,
ancient Palaeo Surfaces, farm stays and
great Karoo cuisine and hospitality.
Contact: +27 (0) 72 018 7288,
email: pieter.naude@hotmail.com

Contact: +27 (0)83 264 2223
email: jeanene.jessnitz@gmail.com

@NorthernCapeSA

northerncapetourism

For more information contact
Northern Cape Tourism Authority on
Tel: +27 53 833 1434, email to
marketing@
experiencenortherncape.com
or visit our website:
www.experiencenortherncape.com
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Don’t let your flotation processes get you down
Our HydroFroth™ Range of high performance, non hazardous
frothers target optimal, ore speciﬁc recovery, with specially
formulated blends to maximise your flotation processes.

Contact us today to talk about our engineered solutions to
optimise effectiveness in all types of flotation systems.
www.axishouse.co.za info@axishouse.co.za +27 11 463 4888

$1
MILLION

The number of dollars the
US Government gave
Indiana University to study
internet memes.

OUR EXPERIENCE AND DEDICATION IS YOUR GUARANTEE
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REJUVENATE | DETOX | RELAX
Camelot Spas offer Massage Therapy, Skin Treatments, Body Therapy,
Beauty Treatments, Spa Packages, Gift Cards and Spa Memberships.
LPG® endermologie available at selected branches.
Branches countrywide:
Johannesburg | Cape Town | Franschhoek | San Lameer | Umhlanga
Port Elizabeth | Mbabane | Gaborone | Abuja
Visit us in South Africa’s only luxury airport hotel,
The InterContinental Johannesburg O.R. Tambo Airport

Contact us for your nearest spa
086 111 4075
info@camelotspa.co.za
www.camelotspa.co.za

YOUR WEBSITE

SUCCESS

STARTS WITH SEO

Is your website & content optimised for SEO?
Increase your website traffic & Google rankings through our SEO Company
Contact us: info@panoramadigital.co.za
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Suppliers of Ferro
Silicon, Concrete
Ready Mix, Concrete
Pumps (Placing
and Floating) and
Transport Logistics
Phone 011 784 5285 • info@comberero.co.za
busi@comberero.co.za or tshepo@comberero.co.za

TO ADVERTISE IN
CONTACT

SALES TEAM

Tel: 011 468 2090
sales@panorama.co.za

sky | biz

BDO/5064/210X275/Skyways

BDO Business Services and Outsourcing

Successful businesses know that strong back office systems are key to corporate
health and well-being. With BDO Zambia’s Business Services and Outsourcing,
tailored for the ambitious SME or established organisation, we will manage your
accounting and tax compliance professionally and affordably, freeing up time for
you to do what you do best…making your business a winning business.
Audit | Tax | Advisory | BSO
Tel: +260 211 250 222 | Email: contact@bdo.co.zm | www.bdo.co.zm
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BESPOKE IMMIGRATION
& EXPATRIATE SERVICES

Work Permit & Expatriate Solutions

ZINCALUME® steel, sealed, sectional tanks

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE
Work Visas

Immigration Audit Services

Corporate Visas

Specialist Legal Services

Permanent Residency Permits

Expatriate & International Tax

Immigration Tracking System

Immigration Training

Industry / Mining / Agriculture / Fire-fighting / Municipal /
Food-processing / Emergency water
BULK POTABLE WATER & LIQUID STORAGE THROUGHOUT AFRICA
• Potability certified liners • On-site assembly… anywhere
• Versatile – any capacity • Rapid installation
• Low maintenance

CONTACT US
Marisa Jacobs | Cell: 072 522 3690 | Office: 011 467 0810
marisa@xpatweb.com | www.xpatweb.com

DRILL

sales@rainbowres.com
011 965 6016

BLAST

LOAD & HAUL

ALL SURFACE REQUIREMENTS:
Quarrying - Civil Contracts - Opencast Mines
www.africandrillandblast.com

gerard@africandb.co.za
Gerard Schenk +27 (0)73 629 6850
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www.rainbowtanks.co.za
083 226 8572
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Stop scuffing
around

Bell1366

Protect your tyres and the environment!

Our B30E 4x4 eliminates the middle axle, which means no tyre scuffing thus less damage to the tyres and
road surface.
With a 1.3 m reduction in the outer turning circle diameter compared to our standard B30E, our 4x4 is also
highly manoeuvrable in tight spaces.
Even better…it gives you the same production
at a lower overall cost.

Kind on the environment and on your pocket.

Tel: +27 (0)11 928 9700 • E-mail: sales@bell.co.za
www.bellequipment.com
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Strong Reliable Machines
Strong Reliable Support

Invincible Valves (Pty) Ltd was established in 1982 and since has
grown to a medium sized enterprise located in Knights, Germiston
Invincible Valves prides itself on service excellent and flexibility by striving
to enhance our customer’s bottom line.
Our 6,500m² facility in Knights is made up of 4,500m² under roof being
our stores and workshop. The facility is fully equipped to offer a one-stop
resource for valves and ancillary equipment which we transport globally.
As an approved BBBEE Level 4 supplier to all major industries within
South Africa, we maintain expertise and experience across a
broad spectrum of industries and applications with a wide range of
products. We offer a comprehensive range of local and imported valves
and accessories for the mining, petro-chemical, power generation,
water, sewerage and general industries. We have agents in all major
centres around the country and service all four corners of the globe.
We offer an in-house rubber lining service for valves, pipes, fittings
and vessels which is utilized by many of the country’s major valve
manufacturers. In addition we offer complete service, repair and valve
reconditioning services for all types of valves.
Our Core Values:
We believe in treating our customers with respect. We grow through
creativity, invention and innovation. We integrate honesty, integrity
and business ethics into all aspects of our business functioning.
Our Mission Statement:
Build long term relationships with our customers and clients, to provide
exceptional customer services by pursuing business through innovation
and advanced technology.
Our Purpose:
To be a leader in the Valve Industry by providing enhanced services,
customer service and profitability.
Our Vision:
To provide a quality service that exceeds the expectations of our
esteemed customers.
Invincible Valves is a proud supplier of quality valve products and
ancillary equipment backed by service excellence around the globe. It is
the combination of these values that allows us to form lasting business
relationships.

Invincible Valves (Pty) Ltd

If it's not INVAL®, it's not Invincible
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33 Shaft Road, Knights, Germiston
TEL: +27 (0) 11 822 1777 | FAX: +27 (0) 11 822 3666
EMAIL: enquiries@invalve.co.za | WEB: www.invalve.co.za
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plastic pallets
Choose your pallet

SA’s widest range
* Standard colour is black if any other colour minimum of 500 units per order!

buy and sell

www.premierpallets.co.za
087 944 1882 | pallets@premierpallets.co.za
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REMA TIP TOP SURFACE PROTECTION
Rema Tip Top Surface Protection South Africa is the largest rubber sheeting
manufacturer in South Africa, we provide tailor made solutions based on each site’s
requirements, through our large network of applicators.
Wherever chemicals and abrasive materials cause damage to containers, pipes, valves etc., we offer
“one-stop shopping” corrosion and wear protection solutions.
Main Industries
Waste Incineration Plants
Fertilizer Industry
Chemical Plants
Phosphoric Acid Plants
Steel Industry (pickling plants)
Drinking Water Plants
Water Treatments Plants
Desalination Plants
Mining and Mineral Processing Industry
Flue Gas Desulphurization

Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê

Rubber lining systems
The proven corrosion protection of rubber lining
offers your plant and storage tanks dependable
and long-term protection.
Rubber – a high grade elastomeric material with
versatile properties
Ê Abrasion resistant
Ê Chemical resistant
Ê Noise reducing
Ê Vibration depressant
Ê Low weight
Ê Antistatic
Ê Can be reinforced with steel and fabrics
Ê Anti-adhesive surface
Ê Unique high elasticity
Brick & Tile Lining
Ê Acid-proof brick & tile linings offer improved chemical
resistance in addition to protection against thermal and
mechanical stresses.
Coating Systems
Our spray and trowel applied coating systems offer optimal
corrosion and wear resistance on a wide variety of surfaces.

Ê Coroflake lining: Flake filled spray - and trowel applied
coatings based on Vinyl Ester Expoxy or Polyester resins.
Ê Lining & Topline: Glass-matt reinforced trowel applied
linings (FRP / GRP Lining) based on Vinyl Ester Expoxy or
Polyester resins.
Ê Remacoat: Highly-reactive 2 - component spray coatings
based on Polyurea.

Benoni Plant
22 - 24 Lincoln Road, Industrial Site, Benoni
011 741 2500

Howick Plant
1 Induna Mills Road, Howick, Kwazulu Natal
033 239 7200
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info@rematiptop.co.za
www.rema-tiptop.co.za
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Flagship
finesse
Sony’s new top-of-the-line mobile offering
has much to offer

Sony Mobile redefines its smartphone vision
with the latest flagship Xperia 1, bringing Sony’s
proven professional display and cinematography
technologies packed into a beautiful, sleek
smartphone powerhouse.
“We have established a new vision for our Xperia
brand to bring our customers experiences beyond
imagination,” said Mitsuya Kishida, President,
Sony Mobile Communications. “We are continuing
to push the boundaries in pursuit of innovation
and our new Xperia delivers genuine technologies
with a multitude of professional-grade features for
creative entertainment experiences that are only
possible with Sony.”
Xperia 1 ships with
Android 9 Pie and will
be available in South
Africa from July 2019.

Tell more stories with cinema recording and
precise photo shooting
Experience pro-level quality in every photo with an advanced
triple lens camera (12MP) for any situation and light
conditions: 16mm for wide landscapes, a versatile 26mm lens
and a 52mm lens telephoto shooting (35mm equivalent).

colours appear more natural. Inspired by Master Monitor
colour reproduction from Sony’s professional technology,
used in leading Hollywood studio productions, now you
can experience unprecedented colour accuracy with the
new Creator mode to bring content to life exactly as it was
envisioned.

Experience an unrivalled 21:9 CinemaWide 4K Immerse yourself in multi-dimensional Dolby
HDR OLED display
Atmos sound
Enjoy movies in their original format in the palm of your
hand with a 21:9 CinemaWide 6.5” 4K HDR OLED display.
Xperia 1 delivers a cinema aspect ratio and accurate
colour reproduction that films are created in, for a viewing
experience that’s true to what creators envisioned.
The display is powered by Sony’s BRAVIA TV technologies.
The X1 for mobile engine brings HDR (High Dynamic
Range) remastering technologies, ensuring everything you
watch, including streamed content, can be enjoyed with more
contrast, colour and clarity.
Xperia 1 has 10-bit tonal gradation representing a myriad
of colours. Xperia 1 delivers deeper levels of black, while

The viewing experience is further enriched by Dolby Atmos
that transports you into the story with moving audio that
flows above and around you with breathtaking realism. The
sound tuning on Xperia 1 is developed in collaboration with
Sony Pictures Entertainment to ensure the mobile experience
is as their creators intended.
Rounding off the entertainment experience, take your
mobile gaming to the next level. The 21:9 display offers you
a deeper unrestricted view of all your gameplay, while Game
Enhancer optimises the performance and blocks unwanted
notifications, as well as enabling you to record gameplay and
find tips for your game online.
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Strap in
Three new Fitbit wearables

Blanket statement
NPO makes use of collective downtime to
improve the lot of those in the cold

Warm the World places baskets of wool and needles in
the waiting rooms of doctors, dentists, lawyers, beauticians,
hairdressers, school staff rooms and coffee shops. People who are
waiting knit a few rows of a square while they wait. The next client
simply carries on until it is a square. They then collect the finished
squares, sew the squares together as blankets and distribute to
those in need. The blankets are in beautiful bright colours and
those receiving them are immediately uplifted.
Warm the World
beneficiaries include
Thuthuzela, Kids Haven,
Twilight Children
Outreach, Afrika Tikkun,
Childline Gauteng and
the Soweto Hospice. For
more information, go to
warmtheworld.webs.com.
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The organisations have partnered with schools in the area, whose
pupils knit or sew the squares together as an outreach project, as
well as with other NGOs that run centres in Alexandra, Soweto,
Hammanskraal and Hillbrow, teaching knitting, crocheting and
sewing skills.
They have expanded the initial project by paying women at Twilight
Outreach, Out of the Box, the Alexandra Lutheran Church Centre
(under the auspices of the UJW) as well as patients and caregivers
at Soweto Hospice to knit or crochet squares and sew the blankets
together. They are being taught these skills by those NGOs and paid
by WTW for their contributions.
Schoolchildren involved in the scheme are loving their involvement,
as are the hundreds of knitters all over Gauteng who are knitting
away at home, in coffee shops, at doctors’ rooms, hair salons and
school staff rooms. Some have even described the effects of knitting
as more therapeutic than Prozac!

Fitbit recently announced the availability
of three new products – Fitbit Versa Lite
Edition, Fitbit Inspire HR, and Fitbit
Inspire – designed to help make health
and fitness accessible to more consumers
across the globe. Consumers can choose
the best device for their own journeys
with leading health and fitness features
at an affordable price. Beyond devices,
the platform offers users engaging
software features, access to their holistic
data, and connection to one of the
largest global health and fitness social
networks which helps to drive positive
behaviour change.
•
Versa Lite Edition is available for
a recommended retail price of
R2,999 in white, lilac, mulberry and
marina blue. Accessories feature
materials including stain-resistant,
swim-ready silicone bands in
three new vibrant, fashion-forward
colours: marina blue, mulberry and
lilac. All these new accessories are
compatible with the Versa family of
smartwatches, and existing Versa
accessories are compatible with
Versa Lite Edition.
•
Inspire HR is available for a
recommended retail price of
R1,999 in black, lilac and two-tone
black and white.
•
Inspire is available for a
recommended retail price
of R1,299 in black and
sangria. Inspire HR and Inspire
classic accessory bands are stainresistant silicone.
For more information, go to fitbit.com.

promotion

Creating
long-term
value
Mining equipment requires a warranty that
reflects the real impact of wear and tear

Pilot Crushtec and Metso have introduced the first fiveyear, 10,000-hour extended warranty plan for all Metso
products on their crushing, screening and materials handling
equipment. This move is unprecedented in the mining and
quarrying industry and highlights the confidence Pilot Crushtec
and Metso have in the quality and reliability of their products.
For more information, go
to pilotcrushtec.com.

Pilot Crushtec International, southern Africa's
leading supplier of quarrying and mining equipment,
understands the particular challenges associated with
these industries across the continent.
“When looking at standard warranties within the
industry at large, we see that it is one year, 2,000 hours,”
says Francois Marais, sales and marketing director
at Pilot Crushtec. “We have effectively taken this and
turned it on its head. We have increased the standard
factory warranty to two years and 4,000 hours, and then
we have added another three years and 6,000 hours
extended protection plan which covers all the critical
components of the unit.”

“If we look at the standard factory warranty offered in
the market it is essentially irrelevant. Looking specifically
at crushing and screening equipment, incidents arising
from abuse or high duty cycles only really start to set
in after several hundred hours of operation. The first
year (2,000 hours) is really just running the machine
in. It is after this that the true test of durability starts
and when the customer really needs the reassurance
that the OEM is still involved. Our extended warranty is
our way of guaranteeing clients that we are committed
to ensuring the machinery they have purchased will
continue to deliver first-class service and will last a lot
longer. We, as Pilot Crushtec, have a vested interest in
the machine.”
Jorge Abelho, Technical Director at Pilot Crushtec,
echoes this sentiment.“We are getting involved in longterm relationships with our clients and this results in
a real mindset change. Our technicians on site make
sure that the machines are being operated correctly, and
that operators are properly trained. Our aim is to get
the machine to last, so if we see anything being done
wrong, we make sure to highlight this to management
so corrective measures may be implemented.”

Standard feature
The extended warranty is now offered as a standard
feature on all Metso products and many customers have
immediately recognised the inherent value.
“Those customers who have been around the block a
few times understand the costs involved when a major
component fails on a machine,” says Abelho. “This
is not limited to the component itself, which can get
costly, but there is downtime to take into consideration.
When the machine is not sweating, someone is losing
money. At Pilot Crushtec, we understand this and all
clients on the extended warranty programme receive
priority attention if they experience a failure. Should a
part break down and the customer calls us, Metso will,
where possible, immediately put the part on a plane
and airfreight it to us.”
Abelho shares a case study from a client who spent so
much on repairing three major failures caused by nonOEM parts and poor servicing that the company could
have bought a new crusher that year.“There is a reality,
in every South African company, that savings must be
made on operating expenses. It must, however, be better
interpreted as to where the savings are coming from. As
a business you will never be able to save yourself into
profit. A big focus is always on operating expenses, but
not enough attention is given to operating efficiencies.
A 5% improvement in production will yield much bigger
profits than a 5% reduction in operating expenses.”
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+55 routes
endless possibilities
Cessna Caravan C208: 12 Seats
Ndola

Nampula

Vic Falls
Livingstone

Kasane
Maun
St Helena

Windhoek

Harare

Antananarivo

Beira

Phalaborwa

Polokwane

JNB

Maseru

Jetstream 4100: 29 Seats
Vilanculos

Hoedspruit
Skukuza
Nelspruit
Maputo
Sikhupe

Walvis Bay
Sishen
Kimberley
Upington
Bloemfontein

Tete

Bulawayo

Gaborone

Nosy Be

Pemba

Lusaka

Richards Bay
Pietermaritzburg
Durban

Mthatha
East London

Embraer 135: 37 Seats
Embraer 140: 44 Seats

Cape Town George Port Elizabeth

44046

Avro RJ85: 83 – 87 Seats

Embraer E-Jet 190: 98 seats
6 Business class - seat configuration 1 and 2
92 Economy class - seat configuration 2 and 2

flyairlink.com

@fly_airlink

Embraer E-Jet 170: 74 seats
6 Business class - seat configuration 1 and 2
68 Economy class - seat configuration 2 and 2

Fly Airlink

TIMETABLE effective 01 MAY 2019

FLIGHTS – Domestic
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

AIRCRAFT

SEATS

SA8681

Cape Town

-

East London

10:45

12:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8682

East London

-

Cape Town

12:40

14:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

1

2

3

4

5			

Cape Town - George - Cape Town
SA8621

Cape Town

-

George

07:15

08:05

Avro RJ85

83

SA8623

Cape Town

-

George

09:00

09:50						 6		

Embraer 140

44

SA8631

Cape Town

-

George

11:45

12:35

Embraer 140

44

SA8633

Cape Town

-

George

12:50

13:40						 6		

Embraer 140

44

SA8639

Cape Town

-

George

14:15

15:05

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8625

Cape Town

-

George

15:15

16:05				 4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8635

Cape Town

-

George

16:45

17:40

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8622

George

-

Cape Town

08:35

09:25

1

2

3

4

5			

Avro RJ85

83

SA8624

George

-

Cape Town

10:10

11:00						 6		

Embraer 140

44

SA8632

George

-

Cape Town

13:00

13:50

Embraer 140

44

SA8634

George

-

Cape Town

14:00

14:50						 6		

Embraer 140

44

SA8638

George

-

Cape Town

15:25

16:15

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8626

George

-

Cape Town

16:30

17:20				 4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8636

George

-

Cape Town

18:20

19:15

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

1
1

1
1
1

2
2

2
2
2

3
3

3
3
3

4
4

4
4
4

5		 7

5		 7

														

Cape Town - Hoedspruit - Cape Town

SA8657

Cape Town

-

Hoedspruit

10:50

13:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8658

Hoedspruit

-

Cape Town

13:50

16:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 190

98

1

2

Cape Town - Kimberley - Cape Town
SA8611

Cape Town

-

Kimberley

06:15

07:50

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8617

Cape Town

-

Kimberley

16:25

17:55			 3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8617

Cape Town

-

Kimberley

16:50

18:20

1

2						

Embraer 135

37

SA8612

Kimberley

-

Cape Town

08:15

09:50

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8618

Kimberley

-

Cape Town

18:25

19:55			 3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8618

Kimberley

-

Cape Town

18:50

20:25

Embraer 135

37

1

2						

														

Cape Town - Nelspruit - Cape Town

SA8663

Cape Town

-

Nelspruit

10:00

12:35

1

2

3

4

5

SA8665

Cape Town

-

Nelspruit

16:30

18:45

1

2

3

4

5		 7

6

Embraer 135

37

SA8662

Nelspruit

-

Cape Town

07:00

09:25

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8662

Nelspruit

-

Cape Town

08:20

09:55						 6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8664

Nelspruit

-

Cape Town

17:15

18:50

1

2

3

4

5

E-Jet 190

98

98

6

7

7

E-Jet 190

98

Cape Town - Port Elizabeth - Cape Town
SA8671

Cape Town

-

Port Elizabeth

07:10

08:20

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

SA8675

Cape Town

-

Port Elizabeth

15:25

16:40

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8672

Port Elizabeth

-

Cape Town

08:50

10:10

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

98

SA8676

Port Elizabeth

-

Cape Town

17:10

18:30

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

														

Cape Town - Skukuza - Cape Town

SA8651

Cape Town

-

Skukuza

10:35

13:05

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8652

Skukuza

-

Cape Town

11:20

13:55

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

														

Cape Town - Upington - Cape Town

SA8645

Cape Town

-

Upington

07:10

08:30

SA8641

Cape Town

-

Upington

16:35

17:55							 7

1

Embraer 135

37

SA8646

Upington

-

Cape Town

08:50

10:10

Embraer 135

37

SA8642

Upington

-

Cape Town

18:15

19:35							 7

Embraer 135

37

Embraer 135

37

1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5			
5			

Embraer 135

37

Durban - Bloemfontein - Durban
SA8531

Durban

-

Bloemfontein

06:50

07:55

SA8535

Durban

-

Bloemfontein

15:15

16:40							 7

1

Jetstream 41

29

SA8537

Durban

-

Bloemfontein

16:35

17:40

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8532

Bloemfontein

-

Durban

08:15

09:15

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8536

Bloemfontein

-

Durban

17:00

18:05							 7

Jetstream 41

29

SA8538

Bloemfontein

-

Durban

18:00

19:00

Embraer 135

37

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5			

5			

Durban - East London - Durban
													
SA8541

Durban

-

East London

07:00

08:20

1

2

3

4

5			

Jetstream 41

29

SA8543

Durban

-

East London

12:00

13:20

1

2

3

4

5			

Jetstream 41

29

SA8545

Durban

-

East London

15:30

16:50

1

2

3

4

5			

Jetstream 41

29

SA8542

East London

-

Durban

08:45

10:05

1

2

3

4

5			

Jetstream 41

29

SA8544

East London

-

Durban

13:45

15:05

1

2

3

4

5			

Jetstream 41

29

SA8546

East London

-

Durban

17:15

18:35

1

2

3

4

5			

Jetstream 41

29

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Cape Town - East London - Cape Town

Airlink's REGIONAL AND DOMESTIC flights check-in Terminal B counters B89 - B101 at OR
Tambo International Airport.
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TIMETABLE effective 01 MAY 2019 			

FLIGHTS – Domestic
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

09:40
11:50

11:30
13:15

FREQUENCY

AIRCRAFT

SEATS

Durban - George - Durban

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

SA8515
SA8514

Durban
George

-

George
Durban

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

Embraer 135
Embraer 135

37
37

Durban - Nelspruit - Durban
														
SA8505
Durban
Nelspruit
13:45
14:45
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Embraer 135
SA8506
Nelspruit
Durban
15:10
16:10
1 2 3 4 5 6		
Embraer 135
SA8510
Nelspruit
Durban
17:40
18:40							 7
Embraer 135

37
37
37

Johannesburg - Bloemfontein - Johannesburg
SA8401
SA8403
SA8409
SA8411
SA8407
SA8402
SA8404
SA8410
SA8412
SA8408

Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein

-

Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

05:50
08:45
14:00
15:35
16:15
07:10
10:05
15:25
16:55
17:40

06:45
1 2 3 4 5			
09:40
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14:55						 6		
16:30
1 2 3 4 5			
17:10
1 2 3 4 5		 7
08:05
1 2 3 4 5			
11:00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16:20						 6		
17:50
1 2 3 4 5			
18:35
1 2 3 4 5		 7

Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
E-Jet 190
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
E-Jet 190

37
37
37
37
98
37
37
37
37
98

09:50
13:00
11:20
14:30

10:50
14:00
12:20
15:30

E-Jet
E-Jet
E-Jet
E-Jet

190
190
190
190

98
98
98
98

05:55
08:30
09:10
13:30
16:30
07:30
10:05
10:45
15:00
18:20

07:05
1 2 3 4 5			
09:40						 6		
10:20
1 2 3 4 5			
14:40
1 2 3 4 5			
17:40
1 2 3 4 5		 7
08:40
1 2 3 4 5			
11:15						 6		
11:55
1 2 3 4 5			
16:10
1 2 3 4 5			
19:30
1 2 3 4 5		 7

Embraer 140
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
E-Jet 170
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
E-Jet 170

44
44
44
44
74
44
44
44
44
74

07:00
09:00
09:30
10:00
11:05
11:05
15:30
15:30
16:30
17:15
18:05
06:55
08:25
08:30
10:10
13:35
13:35
15:05
15:55
16:40
16:40
18:25

07:50
1 2 3 4 5			
09:50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10:20
1		 3 4 5		 7
10:50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11:50						 6		
11:50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16:15
1 2 3 4 5		 7
16:15						 6		
17:20							 7
18:05
1 2 3 4 5			
18:55
1 2 3 4 5		 7
07:50
1 2 3 4 5			
09:15
1 2 3 4 5			
09:25						 6		
11:05
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14:25
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14:25						 6		
16:00							 7
16:50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17:30
1 2 3 4 5		 7
17:30						 6		
19:20
1 2 3 4 5			

Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
E-Jet 190
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
E-Jet 190
Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 140

44
37
37
44
44
98
37
44
37
44
37
37
44
37
37
98
44
37
44
37
44
44

11:45
15:30
13:15
17:00

12:55
16:40
14:35
18:20

5 6 7
5			
5 6 7
5			

Jetstream
Jetstream
Jetstream
Jetstream

29
29
29
29

17:55
06:45
08:00

19:40
1 2 3 4 5		 7
08:30
1 2 3 4 5			
09:40						 6		

E-Jet 170
E-Jet 170
E-Jet 170

Johannesburg - Hoedspruit - Johannesburg
SA8851
SA8859
SA8852
SA8860

Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Hoedspruit
Hoedspruit

-

Hoedspruit
Hoedspruit
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

Johannesburg - Kimberley - Johannesburg
SA8421
SA8429
SA8423
SA8425
SA8427
SA8422
SA8430
SA8424
SA8426
SA8428

Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley

-

Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

Johannesburg - Nelspruit - Johannesburg
SA8823
SA8827
SA8825
SA8843
SA8841
SA8841
SA8845
SA8845
SA8829
SA8849
SA8837
SA8838
SA8824
SA8836
SA8828
SA8842
SA8842
SA8830
SA8844
SA8846
SA8846
SA8848

Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit

-

Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

Johannesburg - Phalaborwa - Johannesburg
SA8853
SA8857
SA8854
SA8858

Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Phalaborwa
Phalaborwa

-

Phalaborwa
Phalaborwa
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

41
41
41
41

Johannesburg - Port Elizabeth - Johannesburg
SA8469
SA8462
SA8464

Johannesburg
Port Elizabeth
Port Elizabeth

-

Port Elizabeth
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

Golf Bags: 1 bag at 15kg free baggage allowance – golf bags must be pre-booked with your booking agent.
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74
74
74

TIMETABLE effective 01 MAY 2019

FLIGHTS – Domestic
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

AIRCRAFT

SEATS

SA8801

Johannesburg

-

Polokwane

06:35

07:25

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

SA8809

Johannesburg

-

Polokwane

10:45

11:35

1

2

3

4

5

Embraer 140

44

SA8817

Johannesburg

-

Polokwane

14:25

15:25						 6		

Embraer 140

44

SA8815

Johannesburg

-

Polokwane

16:30

17:30

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8802

Polokwane

-

Johannesburg

07:55

08:50

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

SA8810

Polokwane

-

Johannesburg

11:55

12:50

1

2

3

4

5

Embraer 140

44

SA8818

Polokwane

-

Johannesburg

15:45

16:40						 6		

Embraer 140

44

SA8816

Polokwane

-

Johannesburg

18:00

19:05

Embraer 140

44

1

2

3

4

6

6

7

7

5		 7

														

Johannesburg - Pietermaritzburg - Johannesburg

SA8747

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

07:00

08:00

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

98

SA8735

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

12:15

13:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8735

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

12:15

13:15						 6		

E-Jet 170

74

SA8743

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

15:30

16:30

E-Jet 190

98

SA8741

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

17:15

18:15							 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8741

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

17:15

18:15

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8739

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

18:15

19:15

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

98

SA8730

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

06:45

07:45

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

98

SA8732

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

08:45

09:45						 6		

E-Jet 190

98

SA8732

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

08:45

09:45

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

98

SA8736

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

13:50

14:55

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8736

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

13:50

14:55						 6		

E-Jet 170

74

SA8744

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

17:00

18:00

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8742

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

18:40

19:40

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Johannesburg - Richards Bay - Johannesburg
SA8441

Johannesburg

-

Richards Bay

07:00

08:25

1

2

3

4

5

E-Jet 170

74

SA8443

Johannesburg

-

Richards Bay

11:35

12:40

1

2

3

4

5		 7

6		

E-Jet 170

74

SA8445

Johannesburg

-

Richards Bay

15:20

16:30

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 170

74

SA8442

Richards Bay

-

Johannesburg

08:45

09:55

1

2

3

4

5

E-Jet 170

74

SA8444

Richards Bay

-

Johannesburg

13:10

14:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 170

74

SA8446

Richards Bay

-

Johannesburg

17:00

18:05

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 170

74		

6		

												

Johannesburg - Skukuza - Johannesburg

SA8861

Johannesburg

-

Skukuza

10:00

10:50

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8865

Johannesburg

-

Skukuza

13:20

14:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8862

Skukuza

-

Johannesburg

13:30

14:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8866

Skukuza

-

Johannesburg

14:50

15:50

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

														

Johannesburg - Upington - Johannesburg

SA8761

Johannesburg

-

Upington

07:10

08:40

1

2

3

4				

Embraer 140

44

SA8767

Johannesburg

-

Upington

11:00

12:30

1

2

3

4

5

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8769

Johannesburg

-

Upington

15:20

16:50

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8762

Upington

-

Johannesburg

09:00

10:35

1

2

3

4				

Embraer 140

44

SA8768

Upington

-

Johannesburg

12:50

14:25

1

2

3

4

5

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8770

Upington

-

Johannesburg

17:10

18:45

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

37

6

6

Johannesburg - Mthatha - Johannesburg
SA8751

Johannesburg

-

Mthatha

06:15

07:30

1

2

3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

SA8757

Johannesburg

-

Mthatha

12:00

13:15

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8759

Johannesburg

-

Mthatha

15:00

16:15				 4

5

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8755

Johannesburg

-

Mthatha

15:50

17:05

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8752

Mthatha

-

Johannesburg

07:50

09:05

1

2

3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8758

Mthatha

-

Johannesburg

13:35

14:50

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8760

Mthatha

-

Johannesburg

16:35

17:50				 4

5

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8756

Mthatha

-

Johannesburg

17:30

18:45

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

6

6

Johannesburg - Sishen - Johannesburg
SA8773

Johannesburg

-

Sishen

05:50

07:20

1

2

3

4				

Embraer 135

37

SA8771

Johannesburg

-

Sishen

06:25

07:45

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8779

Johannesburg

-

Sishen

14:50

16:20					 5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8777

Johannesburg

-

Sishen

15:30

16:50

1

Embraer 135

37

SA8776

Sishen

-

07:40

09:15

1							

Embraer 135

37

SA8772

Sishen

-

Johannesburg

08:20

09:30

1

SA8780

Sishen

-

Johannesburg

16:40

SA8778

Sishen

-

Johannesburg

17:25

Johannesburg

2

3

4

5			

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

18:15		

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

18:35

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

1

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Johannesburg - Polokwane - Johannesburg

Golf Bags: 1 bag at 15kg free baggage allowance – golf bags must be pre-booked with your booking agent.

93
05 19

TIMETABLE effective 01 MAY 2019 		

FLIGHTS – Regional
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

AIRCRAFT

SEATS

Johannesburg - Antananarivo - Johannesburg
SA8252

Johannesburg

-

Antananarivo

10:00

14:00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 170

74

SA8253

Antananarivo

-

Johannesburg

14:45

17:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 170

74

														

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Johannesburg - Beira - Johannesburg

SA8214

Johannesburg

-

Beira

11:40

13:20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8215

Beira

-

Johannesburg

13:40

15:30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8247

Beira

-

Johannesburg

16:45

18:35							 7

Embraer 140

44

														

Johannesburg - Bulawayo - Johannesburg

SA8112

Johannesburg

-

Bulawayo

06:25

07:45

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

SA8110

Johannesburg

-

Bulawayo

10:40

12:05

1

2

3

4

5

E-Jet 190

98

SA8113

Bulawayo

-

Johannesburg

08:05

09:30

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

SA8111

Bulawayo

-

Johannesburg

12:50

14:25

1

2

3

4

5

E-Jet 190

98

05 19

6

7
7

44

														

Johannesburg - Gaborone - Johannesburg

SA8452

Johannesburg

-

Gaborone

06:05

07:00

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

SA8454

Johannesburg

-

Gaborone

09:15

10:10

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8456

Johannesburg

-

Gaborone

11:00

11:55						
6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8458

Johannesburg

-

Gaborone

17:05

18:00

1

2

3

4

5

Avro RJ85

83

SA8453

Gaborone

-

Johannesburg

07:30

08:25

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8455

Gaborone

-

Johannesburg

10:35

11:30

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8457

Gaborone

-

Johannesburg

12:30

13:25						
6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8459

Gaborone

-

Johannesburg

18:30

19:25

Avro RJ85

83

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

7

7

37

Johannesburg - Kasane - Johannesburg
													
SA8306

Johannesburg

-

Kasane

11:45

13:30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8307

Kasane

-

Johannesburg

14:00

15:55

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 190

98

																

Nelspruit - Livingstone - Nelspruit
									
SA8870

Nelspruit

-

Livingstone

11:35

13:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8871

Livingstone

-

Nelspruit

13:45

15:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

														

Johannesburg - Lusaka - Johannesburg

SA8160

Johannesburg

-

Lusaka

06:35

08:30

1

2

3

4

5

SA8164

Johannesburg

-

Lusaka

16:05

18:00

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8161

Lusaka

-

Johannesburg

09:00

11:05

1

2

3

4

5

Embraer 140

44

SA8165

6		

Lusaka

-

Johannesburg

18:25

20:30

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

6		

Embraer 140

44

														

Johannesburg - Harare - Johannesburg

SA8100

Johannesburg

-

Harare

06:30

08:20

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

SA8102

Johannesburg

-

Harare

16:25

18:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8101

Harare

-

Johannesburg

08:50

10:35

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8103

Harare

-

Johannesburg

18:45

20:30

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

37

37

Johannesburg - Sikhupe - Johannesburg
SA8080

Johannesburg

-

Sikhupe

06:50

07:40

1

2

3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

SA8082

Johannesburg

-

Sikhupe

10:05

10:55

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8084

Johannesburg

-

Sikhupe

12:50

13:40

				5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8086

Johannesburg

-

Sikhupe

16:05

16:55

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8081

Sikhupe

-

Johannesburg

08:10

09:15

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8083

Sikhupe

-

Johannesburg

11:25

12:25

				5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8085

Sikhupe

-

Johannesburg

14:10

15:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8087

Sikhupe

-

Johannesburg

17:25

18:20

1

2

3

4

5		7

Embraer 135

37

Johannesburg - St Helena - Johannesburg
SA8131

Johannesburg

-

St Helena

09:00

13:15		

2				 6		

E-Jet 190

98

SA8132

St Helena

-

Johannesburg

14:30

21:15		

2				 6		

E-Jet 190

98

Johannesburg - Maseru - Johannesburg
SA8050

Johannesburg

-

Maseru

06:40

07:35

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8052

Johannesburg

-

Maseru

09:40

10:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8060

Johannesburg

-

Maseru

13:00

14:00						 6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8062

Johannesburg

-

Maseru

15:00

16:00

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8062

Johannesburg

-

Maseru

15:00

16:00					 5			

Avro RJ85

83

SA8051

Maseru

-

Johannesburg

08:10

09:05

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8053

Maseru

-

Johannesburg

10:55

11:50

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8061

Maseru

-

Johannesburg

14:35

15:45						 6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8063

Maseru

-

Johannesburg

16:30

17:40

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8063

Maseru

-

Johannesburg

16:30

17:40					 5			

Avro RJ85

83

1

1

2

2

3

3

Airlink's REGIONAL AND DOMESTIC flights check-in Terminal B counters B89 - B101 at OR Tambo International Airport.

94

6

4		6

4		6

TIMETABLE effective 01 MAY 2019

FLIGHTS – Regional
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

AIRCRAFT

SEATS

Johannesburg - Maun - Johannesburg
SA8300

Johannesburg

-

Maun

11:45

13:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Avro RJ85

83

SA8301

Maun

-

Johannesburg

14:00

15:40

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Avro RJ85

83

														
Johannesburg

-

Nampula

11:10

13:40

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8231

Nampula

-

Johannesburg

14:15

16:50

1

2

3

4

5		7

Embraer 135

37

Johannesburg - Ndola - Johannesburg
														
SA8152

Johannesburg

-

Ndola

08:30

11:00

SA8152

Johannesburg

-

Ndola

08:30

11:00		

1		 3		 5			
2		 4		 6

SA8156

Johannesburg

-

Ndola

16:05

18:15

1

2

SA8153

Ndola

-

Johannesburg

11:35

14:05

1		 3		 5			

SA8153

Ndola

-

Johannesburg

11:35

14:05		

2		 4		 6

SA8157

Ndola

-

Johannesburg

18:40

20:55

2

1

3

3

4

4

7

5			
7

5			

Avro RJ85

83

Embraer 135

37

Embraer 140

44

Avro RJ85

83

Embraer 135

37

Embraer 140

44		

					

Johannesburg - Nosy Be - Johannesburg

SA8246

Johannesburg

-

Nosy Be

09:30

14:00							 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8247

Nosy Be

-

Johannesburg

14:45

18:45							 7

Embraer 140

44

Johannesburg - Pemba - Johannesburg
SA8204

Johannesburg

-

Pemba

10:15

13:05

1		 3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8205

Pemba

-

Johannesburg

13:35

16:30

1		 3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

37

														

Johannesburg - Tete - Johannesburg

SA8220

Johannesburg

-

Tete

10:35

12:40

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

SA8221

Tete

-

Johannesburg

13:25

15:45

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

														

Johannesburg - Vilankulos - Johannesburg

SA8260

Johannesburg

-

Vilankulos

11:30

13:10

1

3

4

5

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8263

Vilankulos

-

Johannesburg

13:25

15:10

1		 3

2

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8261

Vilankulos

-

Johannesburg

13:45

15:30

1

4

5

Embraer 135

37

2

3

6
6

7

Nelspruit - Vilankulos
														
SA8258

Nelspruit

-

Vilankulos

11:45

12:55

1		3

4

5		7

Embraer 135

37

Cape Town - Maun - Cape Town
SA8604

Cape Town

-

Maun

10:20

13:05

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Avro RJ85

83

SA8605

Maun

-

Cape Town

13:35

16:20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Avro RJ85

83

Cape Town - Victoria Falls - Cape Town						
SA8690

Cape Town

-

Victoria Falls

08:30

11:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8691

Victoria Falls

-

Cape Town

11:45

14:40

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

Johannesburg - Walvis Bay - Johannesburg
SA8145

Johannesburg

-

Walvis bay

10:20

12:40

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 170

74

SA8144

Walvis bay

-

Johannesburg

13:25

15:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 170

74

1

2

3

4

5			

Cape Town - Windhoek - Cape Town
SA8120

Cape Town

-

Windhoek

06:45

08:50

Embraer 140

44

SA8122

Cape Town

-

Windhoek

08:25

10:30						
6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8126

Cape Town

-

Windhoek

10:00

12:05

1

2

3

4

5

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8124

Cape Town

-

Windhoek

14:50

16:55

1

2

3

4

5		7

Embraer 135

37

SA8121

Windhoek

-

Cape Town

09:15

11:20

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

SA8123

Windhoek

-

Cape Town

11:05

13:10						
6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8127

Windhoek

-

Cape Town

14:00

16:05

1

2

3

4

5

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8125

Windhoek

-

Cape Town

18:00

20:05

1

2

3

4

5		7

Embraer 135

37

6

6

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Johannesburg - Nampula - Johannesburg

SA8230

Day 1 = Monday, Day 7 = Sunday
For reservations visit www.flyairlink.com, your travel agent or SAA Central Reservations on +27 11-978 1111
• Flight schedules subject to change • Contact your booking agent for these conditions
EXCESS BAGGAGE AND SPORTING EQUIPMENT: Refer to www.flyairlink.com Important information & Conditions of Carriage Clause 8 Baggage 8.3
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of content of the published timetable, both operational and strategic issues
cause timetable changes. Due to the forward lead time required for publication, these often cannot be duly reflected. Should this occur,
Airlink and its agents are not responsible for any errors, omissions, losses or detriments arising from the publication.
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to the heart of the African bush

Calling all adventurers
Airlink flies direct from Johannesburg and Cape Town to Nelspruit KMIA
and Skukuza Airport – gateways to the Kruger National Park.
A unique 20-minute airside transfer connects you onward to the doorstep
of more safari destinations. Let Airlink’s Lodge Link service fly you to the
Ulusaba, Arathusa, Londolozi, Ngala and Phinda airstrips.

flyairlink.com

@fly_airlink

Fly Airlink

LODGE LINK NETWORK PROGRAMME
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

				

CONNECTING FLIGHT OPTIONS			
Flight number

Routing		

Departs

Arrives

Arathusa lodge strip (ASS) servicing: Arathusa, Cheetah Plains, Chitwa Chitwa, Djuma Vuyatela, Elephant Plains, Nkoho, Simbambili
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8652
8862
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8664
8506
8842
8866

Skukuza to Cape Town
Skukuza to Johannesburg
Nelspruit to Livingstone
Nelspruit to Vilankulos
Nelspruit to Cape Town
Nelspruit to Johannesburg
Nelspruit to Durban
Nelspruit to Cape Town
Nelspruit to Durban
Nelspruit to Johannesburg
Skukuza to Johannesburg

11:20
13:30
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
13:15
15:10
13:35
14:50

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8861
8507
8841
8663
8651
8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit 		
Cape Town to Skukuza 		
Johannesburg to Skukuza		

10:50
08:05
11:55
12:35
13:05
14:10

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8861
8507
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663
8651
8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Cape Town to Skukuza		
Johannesburg to Skukuza		

10:50
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
13:05
14:10

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8861
8507
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663
8651
8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Cape Town to Skukuza		
Johannesburg to Skukuza		

10:50
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
13:05
14:10

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8507
8843
8507
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663
8505
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663

Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		

08:05
10:50
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8664
8842
8506
8664
8842
8506
8664
8842
8506

Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit

Flights TO Arathusa FROM:
SA 8945
Skukuza via Londolozi to Arathusa
11:15
11:50
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA via Londolozi to Arathusa
13:00
14:00
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8933
Skukuza via Ulusaba to Arathusa
14:45
15:20
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											

Flights FROM Londolozi (LDZ) TO:
SA 8945
Skukuza to Londolozi
11:15
11:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
SA 8932
Nelspruit KMIA via Ulusaba to Londolozi
12:55
13:45
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA to Londolozi
13:00
13:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8948
Skukuza to Londolozi
14:30
14:55
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											

Flights TO Londolozi FROM:
SA 8945
Skukuza to Londolozi
11:15
11:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
SA 8932
Nelspruit KMIA via Ulusaba to Londolozi
12:55
13:45
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA to Londolozi
13:00
13:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8948
Skukuza to Londolozi
14:30
14:55
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											

Flights FROM Nelpsruit - Kruger Mpumalanga International Airport (KMIA/MQP) TO:
SA 8960
Nelspruit KMIA to Ngala
11:35
12:10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
SA 8932
Nelspruit KMIA to Ulusaba
12:55
13:25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8932
Nelspruit KMIA via Ulusaba to Londolozi
12:55
13:45
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA to Londolozi
13:00
13:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA via Londolozi to Arathusa
13:00
14:00
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA to Skukuza
13:00
14:25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8961
Nelspruit KMIA to Phinda
13:20
14:35
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											

Flights TO Nelspruit - Kruger Mpumalanga International Airport (KMIA/MQP) FROM:
SA 8952
Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA
09:35
10:10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8930
Arathusa via Londolozi to Nelspruit KMIA
09:35
11:05
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8950
Ulusaba via Londolozi to Nelspruit KMIA
09:50
10:40
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8960
Phinda to Nelspruit KMIA
10:00
11:05
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8950
Londolozi to Nelspruit KMIA
10:10
10:40
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8930
Skukuza to Nelspruit KMIA
10:30
11:05
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8945
Londolozi via Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA
11:40
12:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8945
Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA
12:00
12:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8961
Ngala to Nelspruit KMIA
12:20
12:55
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban

11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
13:15
13:35
15:10
13:15
13:35
15:10
13:15
13:35
15:10

Applicable fare rules apply. 20kg checked baggage, soft bag only. 7kg hand baggage, soft bag only. Free luggage storage facilities available at Skukuza Airport and Nelspruit KMIA.
These exclusive services are restricted to applicable lodges and their guests.

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Flights FROM Arathusa TO:
SA 8930
Arathusa via Londolozi to Skukuza
09:35
10:10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
SA 8952
Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA
09:35
10:10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8945
Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA
12:00
12:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Arathusa to Skukuza
14:10
14:25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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LODGE LINK NETWORK PROGRAMME
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

CONNECTING FLIGHT OPTIONS			

				

Flight number

Routing		

Departs

Arrives

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Flights FROM Skukuza Airport (SZK) TO:
SA 8930

Skukuza to Nelspruit KMIA

10:30

11:05

1

2

3

4

5

6

7				

SA 8945

Skukuza to Londolozi

11:15

11:30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8861

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		

10:50

SA 8945

Skukuza via Londolozi to Arathusa

11:15

11:50

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8861

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		

10:50

SA 8968

Skukuza to Ngala

14:30

15:00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8861

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		

10:50

											

SA 8651

Cape Town to Skukuza		

13:05

											

SA 8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza		

14:10

SA 8933

SA 8651

Cape Town to Skukuza		

13:05

SA 8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza		

14:10

Skukuza via Ulusaba to Arathusa

14:45

15:20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

											
SA 8933

Skukuza to Ulusaba

14:45

15:00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

											

SA 8651

Cape Town to Skukuza		

13:05

SA 8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza		

14:10

Flights TO Skukuza Airport FROM:
SA 8962

7

SA 8652

Skukuza to Cape Town

11:20

											

SA 8862

Skukuza to Johannesburg

13:30

SA 8930

Ngala via Ulusaba to Skukuza

11:20

7

SA 8652

Skukuza to Cape Town

11:20

SA 8862

Skukuza to Johannesburg

13:30

Ulusaba to Skukuza

7

SA 8652

Skukuza to Cape Town

11:20

SA 8862

Skukuza to Johannesburg

13:30

SA 8932

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

											

SA 8507

Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		

08:05

											

SA 8841

Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		

11:55

											

SA 8663

Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		

12:35

SA 8943

7

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

											

SA 8507

Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		

08:05

											

SA 8841

Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		

11:55

											

SA 8663

Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		

12:35

SA 8932

Ulusaba via Londolozi to Skukuza

13:35

14:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

SA 8943

Londolozi via Arathusa to Skukuza

13:50

14:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

SA 8932

Londolozi to Skukuza

13:55

14:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

SA 8943

Arathusa to Skukuza

14:10

14:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

Nelspruit KMIA via Arathusa to Skukuza

12:55

13:00

10:15
14:10

14:25

1
1

1

2
2

2

3
3

3

4
4

4

5

6

											
Nelspruit KMIA via Londolozi to Skukuza

10:00

5

6

											
SA 8962

4

5

6

13:30

3

4

5

Skukuza to Cape Town

2

3

4

Skukuza to Johannesburg

1

2

3

SA 8652

10:10

1

2

SA 8862

09:55

10:10

1

7

Londolozi to Skukuza

09:35

10:15

											
SA 8930

Arathusa via Londolozi to Skukuza

09:30

5

5

6
6

6

7

14:50

Ulusaba lodge strip (ULX) servicing: Ulusaba Rock, Ulusaba Cliff and Safari Lodge, Inyati, Leopard Hills, Dulini Collection, Savanna, Idube
Flights FROM Ulusaba lodge strip (ULX) TO:
								
SA 8950

SA 8870

Nelspruit to Livingstone

11:35

											

Ulusaba via Londolozi to Nelspruit KMIA

SA 8258

Nelspruit to Vilankulos

11:35

											

SA 8664

Nelspruit to Cape Town

13:15

											

SA 8842

Nelspruit to Johannesburg

13:35

											

SA 8506

Nelspruit to Durban

15:10

SA 8962

7

SA 8652

Skukuza to Cape Town

11:20

											

SA 8862

Skukuza to Johannesburg

13:30

SA 8932

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

Ulusaba to Skukuza
Ulusaba via Londolozi to Skukuza

09:50

10:00

10:40

10:15

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

13:35

14:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12:55

13:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

Flights TO Ulusaba FROM:
SA 8932

7

SA 8507

Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		

08:05

											

Nelspruit KMIA to Ulusaba

SA 8841

Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		

11:55

											

SA 8663

Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		

12:35

SA 8933

SA 8651

Cape Town to Skukuza		

13:05

SA 8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza		

14:10

Skukuza to Ulusaba

14:45

15:00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

											

Phinda lodge strip (PZL) servicing: Phinda, Thanda, Rocktail Bay
Flights FROM Pinda (PZL) TO:
SA 8960

SA 8870

Nelspruit to Livingstone

11:35

											

Phinda to Nelspruit KMIA

SA 8258

Nelspruit to Vilankulos

11:35

											

SA 8664

Nelspruit to Cape Town

13:15

											

SA 8842

Nelspruit to Johannesburg

13:35

											

SA 8506

Nelspruit to Durban

15:10

SA 8960

7

SA 8943

Nelspruit KMIA to Arathusa

13:00

											

SA 8943

Nelspruit KMIA to Londolozi

13:00

											

SA 8932

Nelspruit KMIA to Ulusaba

12:55

											

SA 8943

Nelspruit KMIA to Skukuza

13:00

Phinda to Nelspruit KMIA

10:00

10:00

11:05

11:05

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

Flights TO Phinda FROM:
SA 8961

Ngala via Nelspruit KMIA to Phinda

12:20

14:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7				

SA 8961

Nelspruit KMIA to Phinda

13:20

14:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

											
SA 8961

Nelspruit KMIA to Phinda

13:20

14:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8841

Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		

11:55

SA 8663

Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		

12:35

SA 8945

Londolozi to Nelspruit KMIA		

12:30

											

SA 8945

Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA		

12:30

											

SA 8945

Skukuza to Nelspruit KMIA		

12:30

											

SA 8950

Ulusaba to Nelspruit KMIA		

10:40

Flights FROM Ngala (NGL) TO:
SA 8962

7

SA 8652

Skukuza to Cape Town

11:20

											

SA 8862

Skukuza to Johannesburg

13:30

SA 8961

Ngala to Skukuza

12:55

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6

7

SA 8664

Nelspruit to Cape Town

13:15

SA 8842

Nelspruit to Johannesburg

13:35

Ngala via Nelspruit KMIA to Phinda

12:20

10:15

											
SA 8961

Ngala to Nelspruit KMIA

09:30

6

12:20

14:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7				

Flights TO Ngala FROM:
SA 8960

Phinda Via Nelspruit KMIA to Ngala

10:00

12:15

1

2

3

4

5

6

7				

SA 8960

Nelspruit KMIA to Ngala

11:35

12:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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SA8843

Johannesburg to Nelspruit		

10:50

SA8930

Skukuza to Nelspruit 		

11:05

Applicable fare rules apply. 20kg checked baggage, soft bag only. 7kg hand baggage, soft bag only. Free luggage storage facilities available at Skukuza Airport and Nelspruit KMIA.
These exclusive services are restricted to applicable lodges and their guests.
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Value of wine
awards recognised
as global sticker
sales soar
Text by Lorraine Immelman and Emile Joubert
Photographs supplied by Michelangelo International Wine & Spirits Awards
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"Michelangelo saw a
28% increase in entries
from 2017 to 2018, while
award sticker orders
increased by 42% for
the same period. This
substantial growth is
clearly on a par with the
global trend."

M

ore than ever, wine and spirits producers are
understanding and valuing the relevance of serious
competitions – a factor underscored by drinks
competitions globally reporting not just an increase in entries,
but a sharp escalation in the demand from successful producers
for winners’ stickers.
According to Lorraine Immelman, CEO and founder of the
Michelangelo International Wine & Spirits Awards, the radical
increase in the demand for award stickers from Michelangelo
winners appears to be following a universal trend.
“The Concours Mondial de Bruxelles, one of the world’s largest
international wine competitions, recently reported a 20% rise in
orders of medal sticker rolls in 2018 compared to the previous year,”
says Immelman. “At the same time, Michelangelo is still receiving
calls from producers wishing to order stickers for their 2018 winning
wines and spirits - almost six months after last year’s results were
announced. Initially we thought this had to do with the competition
receiving its highest amount of entries ever in 2018 – over 2 250.
But doing the recon we found that the 28% increase in entries from
2017 to 2018, brought about a 42% increase in sticker orders for the
same period.

This clearly shows a significant growth in medal sticker orders in
real terms, which is on a par with the global trend.”
According to Immelman, this vindicates her belief that the
consumer is becoming more discerning at her or his wine choices,
believing that bottles adorned with a shiny medal sticker won at
a reputable competition offers a better proposition in terms of
wine quality.
“The 42% increase in orders for Michelangelo stickers underscores
the credibility the competition has built in its 22 year-long history,”
says Immelman. “I believe this is largely the result of the reputation
of the Michelangelo has evoked in the eyes of the producer due to
Michelangelo’s insistence that its judging panels primarily consist
of foreign-based wine experts with international palates, who
select wines with universal appeal.”
Market research has also shown that a gold or double gold
(Grand’Or) medal sticker primarily catches the eye of consumers
which are in a hurry, and they are more inclined to grab such a
bottle off the shelf. (Source: Neuninger, R., Mather, D., and Duncan,
T. 2017. Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 35.) Incidentally,
Michelangelo sold seven times more gold and Grand’Or award
stickers in 2018 than all other medal stickers for that year combined,
which underscores the above finding.
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Customized Michelangelo technology gives
winners the edge
Michelangelo CEO, Lorraine Immelman further ascribes the
escalation in the demand for stickers to the fact that Michelangelo
is the first wine competition in the world to include customized a
QR code on its winners’ stickers, allowing consumers to scan the
decal and instantly obtain background information on the relevant
producer.
“This technological break-through has attracted huge interest
from produces as well as the international market-place,” she says.
“Last year’s Michelangelo winning wines have been scanned by
consumers in over 50 countries around the world, not only
providing wine-buyers with more information on the wines, but
also for the first time introducing global consumers to the South
African wine culture. And that’s why we remain proud to say that
Michelangelo is the country’s only true international wine
competition.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MICHELANGELO
INTERNATIONAL WINE & SPIRITS AWARDS, VISIT:
http://www.michelangeloawards.com
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So, how do
I know I’m
buying a
great wine?

Celebrating
22 years of
honouring top
wine and spirits
producers

Well, good wine must have balance and texture, and
either strong or subtle tannins... which can be good
or not so good, depending on how robust the fruit
is. It can have subtle nuances of black cherries and
earthiness, or a floral nose and layers of mint and
strawberries and newly cut pastures... or velvety
chocolate and mocha and cigarbox aromas. Aahhh....

Excuse me... what?

For those of us who just want a spectacular
wine without the hassle... there's good
news! All the guess work has been taken out
of it by some of the world's top wine and
spirits experts, so simply look out for the
Michelangelo mark of excellence. Easy!

In short, if it has a Michelangelo
award - you’re in good company.
www.michelangeloawards.com

The Michelangelo International Wine & Spirits Awards are sponsored by:
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PUZZLES

sudoku

Try the addictive game of Sudoku. The aim is to fill
each block with a number from 1 to 9. Each number
must not appear more than once in each row, column
and square.
If you can’t finish this puzzle during your flight,
please take this free copy of Skyways with you.
Easy Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Volume 8, Book 5
The cabin attendant will make sure that the next
passengers get their own magazine, with a clean
Sudoku for them to puzzle over!

Sudoku #3

7
4 8
6

© 2014 KrazyDad.com

2
8

3

3

8

4

5

8
3 6

1 3 2

9 2
7

6

4

9

5

2

4
3

5

© 2014 KrazyDad.com

6x6 Battleships
6x6 Battleships
by Krazydad,
by Krazydad,
Volume
Volume
5, Book
5, Book
8
8

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.

If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

battleship

Medium

Easy

Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.

Puzzles supplied by Krazydad, www.krazydad.com

5

medium

easy

3 4
8
2
9

"Every work of art is an uncommitted crime."
-- Theodor Adorno

9
5
6 3
6
2 3 7
5
8
9
8 4 6
8
4 7
5
6
3 4
2
7

Sudoku #3

Use it to identify the next square you should solve. Or use
page
#9
Battleships
is stuck.
a solitaire version of the classic #9the answers
if you really get
4
40 10
strategy game in which you must locate and sink
a hidden fleet.
4
4
The numbers indicate the number of squares
in each row/column that contain a ship or ship 0
0
segment. Clues may indicate water, specific ships,
3
3
or parts of ships.
Circles indicate submarines (one-square ships).
3
Semicircles indicate ends of larger ships. Large 3
squares indicate ship middles. Diamonds are
2
2
unspecified ship pieces. The complete list of ships
is shown on the right side of the puzzle. No ship 2
2
may touch another ship, even diagonally.

Happiness is in direct proportion to the distance from the home office.
Contradictory Corollary: The diner who is furthest from the kitchen is a
nervous eater.
-- Al Blanchard

6 8
1 3

Challenging Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume 8, Book 5

5
1

Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.
Use it to identify the next square
should solve. Or use the answers page
#10you#10
if you really get stuck.
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4

4

3

3

1

1

4

4

2

2

0

0

4

4

© 2016 KrazyDad.com
© 2016 KrazyDad.com

40

30

2
3

1
2

4
1

4

© 2016 KrazyDad.com
© 2016 KrazyDad.com

Answers on page 110
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#11 #11

#12 #12

Packaged grey water and process
effluent recycling solutions:
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REVIEWS

The year in which Pope Hadrian I
banned tattoos of any kind.

Media

This month: initiation, sci-fi, ED’S
history,CHOICE
warfare and gracefully ageing musicians

Inxeba: The Wound
/ Directed by
John Trengrove /
18DLNPSV
The response from certain conservative
elements to this film (could they have
fitted anymore letters in the age restriction
here?) has given the piece a very
different profile to what it otherwise might
have had, or perhaps deserved. It’s an
intimate, penetrating look at the initiation
ceremony Xhosa boys are expected
to go to as they move from childhood
to manhood, and at the multi-faceted
cultural complexities and prejudices that
are part and parcel of the process.
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For anyone with a
vaguely open mind,
it’s a fascinating look
(particularly if you are not
of Xhosa descent) into the
circumcision camps that
often make the headlines
for all the wrong reasons,
if or when a youngster dies
after a botched incision
becomes infected.
In this narrative, the
homosexuality of one
of the mentors, Xolani
(Nakhane Toure), who
returns from the city to the rural area
near his home to take part in the camp,
is a concurrent topic of controversy, with
Xolani unashamedly meeting his needs

The Wandering Earth by Cixin Liu

Outlaw King (18LV)

The boundaries of the science fiction
genre have bled somewhat over time,
so it is unsurprising that when a
writer emerges who diligently follows
the archetypal tenets and structures,
demonstrating intriguing creativity
and originality, excitement and
acknowledgment ensue. Emerging
in China in the 1980s, Cixin Liu
has written many novels and short
story collections. The Wandering
Earth comprises 10 short stories
with a remarkable and stimulating
range of ideas and concepts.
The title story is also currently
achieving box office success in its
film version. Readers will be moved
by profound wistfulness in With
Her Eye, challenged by societal
paradigms in For the Benefit of
Humankind and inspired to reach
new heights in Sun of China.

Due to the success of the film
Braveheart, Scottish history
extends, for most people, to
William Wallace and perhaps the
invention of haggis. Set a year or
two later (Wallace’s arm appears,
briefly, post his being drawn and
quartered), this excellent Netflix
film follows the tortured progress
of Robert The Bruce (Chris Pine),
the Scottish nobleman who,
adapting and continuing the
rebellion that Wallace started,
led his people against the
occupying English army. It’s
beautifully made, with realistic
battle scenes that appal for their
violence and plenty of great
performances, not least from
Tony Curran as a particularly
terrifying soldier intent on
taking back his family’s land.

with an old partner
with whom he enjoys
a reunion, while also
needing to keep his
sexual orientation secret
from the community
at large for fear of
being marginalised.
Meeting expectations
and being true to
himself requires Xolani
to walk a difficult line,
and John Trengrove’s
carefully paced direction
and Toure’s focused
performance combine to give viewers a
genuine feel for a scenario in which a
young man comes to understand his place
in the world – flawed as that context is.

Drone / Directed by Jason
Bourque / 13DLV
A low-budget, low-concept thriller
in which a terrorist threat creates
the link to current affairs that
makes the piece easily relatable,
Drone is an unsubtle but effective
critique of perspectives that
place the rights of one group
of people above another. Sean
Bean plays Neil, a contractor
working for the CIA, who pilots
drones that target individuals in
far-off countries. Imir (Patrick
Sabongui), a man who lost loved
ones in a drone attack, has come
to the US to confront the person
he can reasonably say is his
enemy. It’s a simple, direct moral
tale that points out how messy
things are rather than offering
solutions. It’ll make you think.

Simply Red: Big Love
For all the occasional dip in
goodwill towards the man,
based on some or other tabloidworthy exploit, Mick Hucknall
has always been a fine musician
and songwriter, capable of
consistently delivering music of
high quality. He is getting older
now, and his style sounds as
though – it may not be by design
– he is adapting accordingly,
with a hint, now, of Rod Stewart
in almost everything. This has to
do with a slightly more gravelly
edge to Hucknall’s voice, but also
with the rhythms and melodies of
the songs the singer has written
– the sort of American Songbook
material that Stewart has built
the latter part of his career on.

travel leisure | lifestyle

FOOD

Upside down
pineapple cake
There are stranger things than an upside down cake...
1.
2.

3.
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Heat oven to 180°C.
For the topping, beat the butter and sugar
together until creamy. Spread over the base and
a quarter of the way up the sides of a 20-21cm
round cake tin. Arrange pineapple rings on top,
then place cherries in the centres of the rings.
Place the cake ingredients in a bowl along with
two tablespoons of the pineapple syrup and,

4.
5.

using an electric whisk, beat to a soft consistency.
Spoon into the tin on top of the pineapple and
smooth it out so it’s level. Bake for 35 minutes.
Leave to stand for five minutes, then turn out
onto a plate. Serve warm with a scoop of icecream.

Text | Chef Jean Pierre Smith Photography | Supplied

For the topping
• 50g softened butter
• 50g light soft
brown sugar
• 7 pineapple rings,
drained, and
keep the syrup
• Glacé cherries

For the cake:
• 100g softened butter
• 100g golden
castor sugar
• 100g self-raising flour
• 1 teaspoon
baking powder
• 1 teaspoon
vanilla extract
• 2 eggs

GREAT DEALS ON:
ACCOMMODATION, CONFERENCING,
FOOD AND BEVERAGES

Gaborone, Botswana

Kasane, Botswana

(+267) 310 5000
(+267) 392 4082
reservations@travelodge.co.bw
Plot 28295, Block 3

(+267) 6250625
res.kasane@travelodge.co.bw
Plot 3101 Plateau Road, Kasane
www.travelodge.co.bw

take | off

6,000

The number of new computer
viruses created every year.

Did you

12.

13.

Does your sports knowledge qualify
you for the A team?

10. Which region makes up the northeastern half of Belgium (the other half
15.
being Wallonia) and is inhabited by
Sudoku #1
people who speak a dialect known
as Flemish?8 6 1 3 5 2 4 9 7
7 4 6 3 1 9
6 8 2
7 3
5 of
1 Sierra
4 9 Leone,
11. Which city, the
capital
2 5 8 7 6 4
2
9
4
6
7
3
8
5
1
Text
|
Courtesy
of
www.businessballs.com
derives its name from its historical

 

Get the answer

Easy

Easy

Medium

Medium

Solutions to Sudoku and Battleship.
Puzzles on page 104.

Franc
Florida
Fez
Falkland Islands

#11

12.
13.
14.
15.

05 19

Farœ Islands
Fargo
Fuerteventura
Florence
Flanders
Freetown
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5

8 2

3

9

1

6 8 7 9 3 5 1 2 4
5 2 3 6 4 7 9 1 8
3 1 9 6 2 4 5 7 8
4 8 7 9 5 1 6 2 3
6 1 9 2 8 3 7 4 5
5 4 2 7 1 8 9 6 3
9 3 2 1 7 6 8 5 4
4 5 8 2 9 3 7 1 6
1 6 4 8 3 5 2 7 9
1 2 3 5 7 6 8 4 9
Answers
Challenging Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volum
9 7 6 4 8 1 2 3 5
8 7 5 4 9 2 1 3 6
Answers 9 toSudoku
16 #2 6x6 Battle
Sudoku #1
8 1 9 6 4 5 3 7 2
3 2 1 6 4 9 8 5 7
Battleship
Sudoku
#9
Sudoku #4
Sudoku #3
2 5 7 3 1 8 6 9 4
5 8 7 2 3 1 6 9 4
5 2 7 3 6 9 4 1 8
2 6 8 7 9 1 5 3 4
3 4 6 9 2 7 1 8 5
6 9 4 8 7 5 2 1 3
6 4 3 8 7 1 2 5 9
1 3 7 4 5 2 9 8 6
9 7 2 1 8 4 5 6 3
9 5 6 7 2 3 1 4 8
8 1 9 2 4 5 7 6 3
5 9 4 6 3 8 1 7 2
4 6 8 5 9 3 7 2 1
2 4 3 9 1 8 5 7 6
3 5 2 4 9 6 8 7 1
6 8 2 3 7 5 4 1 9
7 1 8 4 5 6 9 3 2
1 3 5 7 6 2 9 4 8
7 9 1 5 8 2 3 4 6
4 7 5 9 1 6 8 2 3
6 9 4 2 3 1 8 5 7
1 6 9 3 8 7 4 2 5
4 8 6 7 1 3 9 2 5
9 1 3 2 8 4 6 5 7
7 2 3 8 5 6 4 1 9
8 3 2 5 9 4 7 6 1
9 7 5 1 3 4 6 8 2
8 2 6 5 4 7 3 9 1
5 8 1 4 7 9 2 3 6
1 6 2 3 8 9
9 to 16 74 75 95 6x6
Battleships
by
Krazydad,
Volume
1 3 4 65, 2Book
1 6 3 2 4 8
8 5 89 7
2 6 8 9 5 7 1 3 4
3 4 1 8 2 9 7 6 5
#10
Sudoku #4
Sudoku #3
4 6 5 2 8 1 3 9 7
6 4 5 9 2 8 3 7 1
Sudoku #6
Sudoku #5
#11
7 8 9 5 4 3 2 1 6
2 9 7 4 1 3 6 5 8
3 8 4 5 6 7 2 9 1
6 1 4 3 9 5 7 2 8
2 3 1 6 7 9 8 5 4
8 1 3 6 5 7 4 2 9
1 9 5 2 8 4 3 6 7
5 3 2 8 7 6 9 1 4
6 2 8 1 5 4 7 3 9
1 2 4 8 7 6 9 3 5
6 7 2 3 1 9 4 8 5
8 7 9 2 4 1 3 5 6
9 5 6 1 3 2 8 4 7
1 4 7 9 3 2 5 6 8
2 4 3 8 7 5 6 1 9
3 4 7 9 1 8 2 6 5
9 5 3 8 6 7 4 2 1
3 7 8 5 4 9 1 6 2
9 6 8 1 4 2 5 7 3
2 5 1 7 6 4 8 9 3
7 8 1 3 6 5 2 9 4
8 1 6 4 2 5 9 7 3
5 1 7 6 9 3 8 4 2
9 8 6 5 2 3 4 7 1
3 9 2 7 1 8 6 4 5
5 6 9 2 8 4 7 1 3
4 3 1 9 5 8 7 2 6
4 9 5 1 8 2 6 3 7
5 7 4 3 9 6 1 8 2
4 3 2 7 9 1 5 8 6
7 6 3 4 5 9 1 8 2
8 5 6 7 2 1 9 3 4
1 2 8 6 3 7 5 4 9
7 2 9 4 3 6 1 5 8
Sudoku #6
Sudoku #5
#12
9 1 7 2 4 6 8 3 5
3 4 7 8 6 5 2 9 1
Sudoku #8
Sudoku #7
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Answers

Answers

Answers
1. France
2. Mt Fuji
3. Bay of Fundy
4. Frankfurt am Main
5. Fault lines

Questions
1. Which Western European country is
also known as l'Hexagone, due to
the distinctive six-sided shape of
its borders?
2. Which mountain – Japan's largest
– is actually a dormant volcano,
which last erupted in the early
18th Century?
3. Which bay, lying between the
Canadian Atlantic provinces of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, displays
the largest tidal ranges in the world?
4. Which city – the largest along the
River Main – is the de-facto financial
capital of Germany?
5. The San Andreas and Great Glen are
prominent and well-known examples
of which volatile geological feature,
responsible for the majority of the
Earth's seismic activity?
6. Which small island chain, between
Iceland, Scandinavia and the British
Isles, makes up one-third of the
constituent nations within the
Kingdom of Denmark?
7. Which city in North Dakota is most #9
well-known as the namesake of a
1996 Academy Award-winning film by
the Coen Brothers?
8. Which island, the second largest in
the Canary Islands', name literally
translates into English as ‘strong
fortune’?
9. Which city, the capital of Tuscany,
was ruled by the Medici family during
the Middle Ages, and is known as
Firenze in its native language?

14.

importance as a haven for freed slaves
escaping from the Americas?
Which currency is used by Switzerland
and over 20 African nations, but was
totally replaced in France, Belgium and
Luxembourg by the Euro in 2002?
Which US State famously voted
through George Bush by less than 500
votes in the 2000 elections, giving
him the victory over his popular rival
Al Gore?
Which Moroccan city is the namesake
of a short, red hat, popularised by
Turkish people during the Ottoman
Empire?
Las Malvinas
is the Spanish
name
for
Easy Sudoku
Puzzles
by KrazyDad,
Volum
which controversial island chain in the
Sudoku #2
South Atlantic, administered by the
3 9 1 5 2 8 4 6 7
United Kingdom?

panorama

Synonymous with sunbirds
You may have noticed, when boarding
your Airlink aircraft, that the logo includes
a sunbird. This exquisite creature was
chosen because, like Airlink, it is unique
to southern Africa, the region in which
Airlink offers the widest network and
choice of flights.

Check out your meal box lids for further
introductions to four of the sunbird
species that live in southern Africa:
• The greater double-collared sunbird
(main picture)
• The crimson sunbird (below left)
• The malachite sunbird (below middle)

•

The Marico sunbird (below right)
If you ever have the chance to visit the
Airlink headquarters in Johannesburg,
you’ll discover that all the boardrooms
and training rooms have sunbird names
– a further tribute to these gorgeous
African birds.
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talespin

Why we
are okay

Ten reasons South Africa is not
nearly as hopeless as you think
South Africans are punch-drunk. The revelations at
the State Capture Enquiry have left little doubt as to the
magnitude of the looting that has taken place over the last
few years. This corruption has placed immense strain on
the economy. Add the lack of service delivery in vital sectors
and it’s little wonder that we don’t have a spring in our step.
Howard Feldman
is a businessman,
philanthropist, social
commentator and
commodity trader with
a secret passion for
writing and literature
– something he tells
no one about. Follow
him on Twitter: @
HowardFeldman.
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Worse is that just when we think that we have heard it all,
we are confronted with information that makes us shake
our heads in wonderment. But this doesn’t mean that there
is nothing to celebrate and to appreciate.
Consider the following:
•
Foreign direct investment in South Africa increased
by 446% between 2017 and 2018, according to
Business Insider. The rating agencies seem to be
trying their best to work with President Cyril
Ramaphosa in order to assist the country to get
back onto a firmer footing.
•
The State Capture hearing, and others, might
showcase the ugliest of our society, but the fact that
we live in a country that is not trying to sweep this
under the carpet is something to celebrate. The fact
that the cards are being turned to face upwards, is
the first critical step towards reform.
•
Freedom of speech is valued and protected. The
South African media, although often attacked,
is independent and courageous. It has played a
major role in exposing the dishonest practices of

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

government and of those who take advantage of
the moral frailty of leadership.
Charlize Theron was rumoured to be dating Brad
Pitt. That was huge. Massive.
We are still shocked by bad behaviour. In our
courts, we have spent weeks watching criminals
detailing their active participation in a level of
corruption hardly seen in history, and yet in our
naivety we are still appalled that that person is
a racist. Our collective disappointment in him
reveals more about our good nature than it does
about his bad one.
The Cape drought is over. Gauteng has been
having beautiful rains.
Helen Zille still has her phone. Imagine how
horribly dull life would be if she lost it?
We don’t have Theresa May or Jeremy Corbin as
our leaders.
We have Table Mountain and Kruger and The Cradle
of Humankind. We have vistas and valleys and we
have internet that is unlikely to be shut down.
Mostly, we have South Africans who are not afraid
to laugh and to argue and to fight and to forgive.
We have South Africans who refuse to give in
to hopelessness and who believe that no matter
what, things will get better. Because it always has.

Text | Howard Feldman Photography | Chinnapong

